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Letter to Minister
The Hon. Andrew Constance, MP
Minister for Transport and Infrastructure
Parliament House
Macquarie Street, Sydney NSW 2000

Dear Minister
I am pleased to submit for presentation to Parliament the Annual Report for
the State Transit Authority of NSW for the financial year ended 30 June 2017.
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Annual Reports
(Statutory Bodies) Act 1984 and the Public Finance and Audit Act
1983. The financial statements have been audited by the Audit
Office of NSW and the Auditor-General’s report is included.
We wish to thank you for your support and we look forward to
continuing to improve our services to offer an attractive and
efficient public transport service for the people of NSW.
Yours sincerely

Steffen Faurby
Chief Executive
State Transit
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The 2016–17 financial
year has been a time of
extensive and significant
change for State Transit.
4

When I came on board as Chief Executive in
May 2017, I joined a team of people who are
all passionately committed to providing an
excellent service for the community. I also
found a great deal of work had already led to
significant achievements and better customer
outcomes across the business. These efforts
were recognised by our customers, with
State Transit’s overall customer satisfaction
rating at 89 per cent for May 2017, including
improvements in the areas of customer
service, timeliness, and safety and security.

State Transit

Improving customer service was a key focus
during the year with a one day, face-to-face
professional development session rolled
out to all Bus Operators. These sessions
were well received by staff, with key themes
focused around safety, customer service and
positive psychology. Using realistic on-the-job
scenarios and enforced by actual customer
data, the sessions aimed to empower Bus
Operators to choose positive attitudes and
behaviours and equip them with techniques
to improve customer interactions.

The ongoing review and implementation of
updated running times has been contributing
towards improved reliability of bus services
and increased customer satisfaction. In
collaboration with Transport for NSW,
timetables that better reflect our operating
conditions were implemented on a number
of priority routes, resulting in improvements
in the on-time running of these routes of
between 2 and 2.5 per cent. This review,
together with enhanced real-time customer
information initiatives, is resulting in a more
positive experience for our customers.
The retrofit of all buses in the State Transit fleet
with engine bay fire suppression systems has
added an extra level of safety for customers and
staff. With the project completed to schedule
in December 2016, this proactive initiative
demonstrates State Transit’s commitment
to, as well as setting the standard for, fire
safety across the bus industry in NSW.
I am proud of the professionalism that has
been shown across the business over the
past year, which has been a challenging
one for staff. State Transit farewelled its
Newcastle staff and operations on 1 July
2017, as they transitioned to private operator
Keolis Downer to deliver services under the
newly established Newcastle Transport. This
followed an announcement in May by the NSW

Government, of their intention to put Region 6
(Inner West and South Western services) out
to private tender. My priority going forward is
to provide a smooth transition for our Region 6
staff and customers, while ensuring continuity
and growth for the rest of the business.
Over the past few years, State Transit’s
operations and the role we play within the
broader Transport cluster has been changing.
Initiatives such as a new integrated ticketing
system, changes to bus stop signage,
and a move to real-time information has
resulted in a shift of responsibilities and
changes to our workload. Looking forward,
the new financial year will see a focus on
restructuring our corporate and operational
support roles, to ensure we can adapt to
these changes and direct our resources and
expertise where they are needed most.
An example of this is the fantastic opportunity
we have as operator of the new Northern
Beaches B-Line. Part of our responsibilities
includes the implementation of a revised
network for our Region 8 operations (Northern
Beaches and Lower North Shore services).
This will complement the new B-Line route,
have the potential to grow patronage, and
improve the customer experience for those
travelling between the City and the Northern
Beaches. A considerable amount of work

has already been undertaken in the areas of
scheduling, customer and staff information,
fleet acquisition and maintenance. Further
collaboration with Transport for NSW and
utilisation of the knowledge and experience
within State Transit will see this project come to
fruition in the first half of the new financial year.
While 2017–18 will continue to be a period
of change for State Transit, I am eager to
build on the strengths within the business
and continue to deliver the high standard
of service our customers expect from us.
I look forward to continued collaboration
with Transport for NSW and the broader
Transport cluster, to identify opportunities
for growth, innovation and improvement to
the public transport network in the future.

Steffen Faurby
Chief Executive
State Transit
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State Transit operates
as a service provider
in the transport
cluster managed by
Transport for NSW.
Deploying the biggest bus
fleet in Australia, State
Transit manages one of
the largest bus networks
in the world and carries
more than 212 million
customers each year.

Patronage
• State Transit carried 212.78 million
customers in 2016–17.
• Every working day, State Transit operates
more than 17,500 services carrying more than
640,000 customers to their destinations.

Employees

State Transit

More than 4800 employees.

Bus Fleet
At 30 June 2017, State Transit’s
bus fleet in Sydney and
Newcastle totalled 2172 buses.

2169 buses
are airconditioned
(99.86% of
the fleet)

1952 buses
are wheelchairaccessible
(89.87% of
the fleet)

561 buses
are Euro 3
compliant
(CNG or Euro 3
diesel) (25.83%
of the fleet)

742 buses
are Euro 5
diesel or Euro
4 CNG (34.16%
of the fleet)

450 buses
Enhanced
EnvironmentallyFriendly Vehicles
(EEV) (20.72%
of the fleet)

233 buses
are high-capacity
articulated
buses (10.73%
of the fleet)

Overview • 9
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Routes
In 2016–17:
• Sydney Buses operated 286 routes in the
Sydney metropolitan area.
• Newcastle Buses operated 27 routes over
a large part of the cities of Newcastle
and Lake Macquarie. Newcastle Ferries
operated a service across Newcastle Harbour
to Stockton.
• The Sydney fleet travelled around 89 million
kilometres, the Newcastle Buses fleet
travelled over 10 million kilometres and the
Newcastle Ferries fleet travelled around
24,000 kilometres.
• Approximately 108,688 timetabled services
were operated each week – 100,723 by
Sydney Buses and 7965 by Newcastle Buses.
• Sydney Buses operated 6885 school trips a
week on 754 bus routes.
• Newcastle Buses operated 1415 school
trips a week on 140 bus routes.

Legislation
10

The State Transit Authority of NSW is
established under the Transport Administration
Act 1988 and operates, as do all NSW bus
operators, within the regulatory framework
of the Passenger Transport Act 1990.

Contracts with Transport for NSW
State Transit held four Sydney Metropolitan
Bus Service Contracts (SMBSC) and one Outer
Sydney Metropolitan Bus Service Contract
(OSMBSC) with Transport for NSW in 2016–17:
• SMBSC Region 6 – Inner Western and South
Western suburbs
• SMBSC Region 7 – Northern and Western
suburbs, including Parramatta, Chatswood,
Macquarie and Ryde
• SMBSC Region 8 – Northern Beaches and
Lower North Shore
• SMBSC Region 9 – Eastern and South
Eastern suburbs

State Transit

• OSMBSC Region 5 – Newcastle
and Lake Macquarie

TRANSITION OF NEWCASTLE
BUSES AND FERRIES SERVICES
On 1 July 2017, Newcastle Buses and
Ferries staff and operations transitioned
to private bus operator Keolis Downer
to operate services under the newly
established Newcastle Transport.
REGION 6 SERVICES OUT FOR
COMPETITIVE TENDER
On 15 May 2017, the NSW Government
announced its intention to franchise
the operations for Sydney Metropolitan
Bus Service Contract Region 6 (Inner
Western and South Western services).
The competitive tender process opened
on 19 July 2017, with a new operator
expected to be selected in the first quarter
of 2018, and in place by July 2018.
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Network maps
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Performance highlights
Improved customer satisfaction
In the May 2017 Customer Satisfaction
Survey conducted by Transport for NSW,
State Transit’s overall customer satisfaction
was 89 per cent. This is an 11 per cent
increase since November 2012.
Notable improvements were seen in the areas
of: timeliness, up four per cent in the last
quarter and 11 per cent since 2012; and in the
area of safety and security, up one per cent in
the last quarter and seven per cent since 2012.
This is supported by a 17.8 per cent reduction
in the number of customer complaints received
in 2016–17, which reflects initiatives introduced
to improve reliability, enhance capacity on the
network and provide better customer service.

Additional trips for customers

16

In 2016–17, State Transit added additional
trips to its timetable as part of the Transport
for NSW Growth Services Program. These
additional trips increased the frequency of
services and extended the hours of operation
on a number of popular routes, improving the
transport options for customers in the Northern
Beaches, Inner West, Southern and Eastern
suburbs, Lane Cove and Macquarie Park areas.

Bus Operator Development Day
In April 2017, State Transit rolled out its
Bus Operator Development Day – an
innovative training and development
course for all 3600 of its Bus Operators.

State Transit

The one day, face-to-face professional
development session focuses on the key
themes of safety, customer service and positive
psychology, and uses forum theatre to engage
Bus Operators and help build customer service
capability. Using realistic on-the-job scenarios
and enforced by actual customer data, the
training and development day empowers Bus
Operators to choose positive attitudes and
behaviours, as well as equipping them with
techniques to improve customer interactions.
The development and training initiative has
been well received by Bus Operators.

Big Blue Book
In conjunction with the Bus Operator
Development Day, State Transit replaced
its rule-oriented Bus Operator Handbook
with a new resource The Big Blue Book.
The resource provides a user-friendly,
on-the-job reference guide for daily bus
operations and outlines the standards of
performance expected by State Transit.
The Big Blue Book has a strong focus
on Customer Service, with a theme of
‘Much more than a driver’, which looks at
the power of having a positive attitude
when interacting with customers.

Fire Suppression System Retrofit Program complete
State Transit completed the retrofit of all buses
in its fleet with engine bay fire suppression
systems in December 2016, adding an extra
level of safety for customers. State Transit
continues to work collaboratively with
Transport for NSW, the Office of Transport
Safety Investigations (OTSI) and the broader
bus industry to identify and implement
additional safety measures for the fleet.
New staff instructional training videos
were also produced, covering fire response
and the safe evacuation of buses. These
videos have been positively received
and adopted as industry standard across
the broader bus industry in NSW.

Customer experience
Key objectives
• To continually improve the overall
customer experience through a
strong focus on reliability, safety and
customer service, to ensure the bus is
an attractive alternative to the car.

Key benefit
• Delivering a positive experience in all
our interactions with customers.

Key performance indicators
• Increased customer satisfaction

The majority of buses on the eight Metrobus
routes operated by State Transit feature
visual and audio information systems that
provide details of approaching bus stops,
transport connections and local attractions.
WEBSITES
On 1 July 2017, State Transit’s customerfacing websites – sydneybuses.info and
newcastlebuses.info – were consolidated
into transportnsw.info to provide a
one-stop-shop for customers to plan
their journey on public transport.
In 2016–17, more than 3.1 million people
visited the State Transit, Sydney Buses and
Newcastle Buses and Ferries websites.

• Improved customer information
• Improved reliability.

Performance
Good customer service is at the core
of State Transit’s strategies to ensure
that the community’s expectations
of bus services are met.
State Transit works with Transport for
NSW in designing and implementing
programs to ensure the customer is the
core focus when delivering services and
providing customer information.
State Transit staff are trained to ensure
customer service is an integral part of
their culture. State Transit is committed to
ensuring that it appropriately identifies, trains
and assesses all staff in line with its service
standards for reliability, convenience, efficiency,
customer service, comfort, security and safety.
CUSTOMER INFORMATION
Individual timetables for every bus route
are available online from transportnsw.info.
Stop-specific timetable information is also
displayed at bus stops along main routes and
corridors in State Transit’s contract areas.
Real-time arrival information for all of State
Transit’s bus routes is available through
third-party apps using data made available
by Transport for NSW and State Transit.
Transport Customer Service Centres at
Central and Circular Quay train stations
can assist with trip planning for all public
transport in New South Wales.

COLLABORATION WITH THE
TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT CENTRE
State Transit continues to work with
the Transport Management Centre to
provide information to the public via radio
announcements and social media platforms.
The announcements, which are aired on
major radio stations, provide updates on
peak-hour conditions. As part of those
announcements, the Transport Management
Centre also air messages for State
Transit and other transport agencies.
TRANSPORTNSW.INFO SERVICES
Transportnsw.info provides information for
customers to plan their trip using buses,
trains and ferries. Services include trip
planning, timetables, news and special
events. Transportnsw.info includes web-based
information (which is available by visiting
transportnsw.info) or by phoning 131 500.
There is also a range of apps available to
customers to download onto their smart device
that provide real-time transport information.
The transportnsw.info website also
allows customers to provide feedback
on services. All feedback received by
transportnsw.info is important and used to
continuously improve and deliver quality
and timely information, to ensure that the
customer is at the centre of everything we do.
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CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
State Transit is committed to promptly
responding to feedback from customers. All
cases received are recorded and investigated
appropriately, with the customer receiving
a response from State Transit’s Customer
Relations staff. Statistics from feedback are
analysed to generate customer insight and
identify trends. These customer insights are
used to enhance the overall performance of
services for the benefit of all customers.
In 2016–17, customer feedback topics ranged
from reliability of bus services to interactions
with staff including compliments for excellent
service provided by Bus Operators.
BUS FLEET

All new buses acquired by State Transit feature:
• kneeling suspension for level entry and a flat
no-step floor to make it easier for the elderly
and less mobile
• an extended wheelchair ramp and
accommodation for two wheelchairs
• additional priority seating for less
mobile passengers
• high visibility handrails
• increased interior lighting
• improved destination signs
• air-conditioning.

In 2016–17, 57 new buses were delivered
to State Transit. These vehicles included
40 Scania K310UB buses with Bustech
bodies, and 17 Volvo B7RLE buses with
Custom bodies. All new buses delivered
have Euro 5 or Enhanced EnvironmentallyFriendly Vehicle (EEV) emission levels.

Following consultation with Vision Australia,
all new buses now feature LED destination
signs, chosen for their strong contrast
between the large white writing on black
background, making for easier readability
for customers with vision impairment.

State Transit’s operating contracts with
Transport for NSW, issued under the Passenger
Transport Act 1990, require an average fleet
age of not more than 12 years. The delivery of
these new buses and subsequent retirement of
older ones has kept the average age of State
Transit’s fleet to 10.86 years as at 30 June 2017.

ON-TIME RUNNING

18

State Transit continues to purchase only
wheelchair-accessible buses, which now
total 1952 (89.87 per cent) of the fleet.
This places State Transit above target
towards achieving the next Commonwealth
Disability Standards for Accessible Public
Transport milestone date in 2017.
Wheelchair-accessible buses operate on
88 per cent of State Transit services across
Sydney and Newcastle (excluding school
special routes). More than 97 per cent of trips
are wheelchair accessible on the weekend.
With the delivery of new buses and
subsequent retirement of older buses,
State Transit’s Sydney fleet is now 100
per cent air conditioned, improving the
level of comfort for our customers.
State Transit

Timetabled wheelchair-accessible bus services
now operate on all main corridors and crossregional routes. Many of these services
provide links to accessible train stations to
increase opportunities for multi-modal travel.

State Transit is working collaboratively
with Transport for NSW on a networkwide review of services to improve
on-time running and reliability.
In 2016–17, updated running times were
implemented on a number of routes in Region
6 (Inner Western and South Western services)
and Region 8 (Northern Beaches and Lower
North Shore services). This initiative has
generated positive results, with improvements
to on-time running of between two and 2.5 per
cent realised on these designated routes.
Further reviews are scheduled to be completed
for Regions 7 (Northern and Western
services) and Region 9 (Eastern and South
Eastern services) in the first half of 2017–18.
State Transit also works with Transport for
NSW, the Transport Management Centre,
and Roads and Maritime Services to
improve bus priority, implement clearways
and examine bus stopping patterns to
identify impediments to on-time running.

State Transit’s target for on-time running
is 95 per cent of services operating to
timetable. State Transit’s on-time running
is measured by Transport for NSW as part
of its operating contracts. On-time running
data is collected in the morning peak only,
between 6am and 10am, over three separate
days each month, across 11 different locations
within State Transit’s operating areas. These

on-time running figures are a snapshot only
and cannot be extrapolated to reflect State
Transit’s on-time running performance for
all services across its operating network.
A bus service is deemed to have operated
on-time if it starts its trip between one minute
and 59 seconds before and five minutes and
59 seconds after its scheduled departure time.

State Transit on-time running performance July – September quarter
Jul 16

Aug 16

Sep 16

Region 6

95.60%

89.20%

91.00%

Region 7

96.60%

93.20%

94.60%

Region 8

97.80%

93.90%

95.10%

Region 9

97.00%

91.30%

91.00%

OSMBSC 5

95.36%

94.52%

94.88%

State Transit on-time running performance October – December quarter
Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

Region 6

92.30%

91.20%

97.40%

Region 7

96.10%

94.70%

97.90%

Region 8

97.60%

90.50%

99.20%

Region 9

93.90%

89.80%

97.90%

OSMBSC 5

94.56%

94.08%

94.33%
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State Transit on-time running performance January – March quarter
Jan 17

Feb 17

Mar 17

Region 6

#

87.10%

87.40%

Region 7

#

92.00%

91.30%

Region 8

#

86.10%

94.50%

Region 9

#

84.30%

84.60%

95.57%

93.19%

93.00%

OSMBSC 5
# Patronage is not collected by Transport for NSW

State Transit on-time running performance April – June quarter
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Jan 17

Feb 17

Mar 17

Region 6

88.7%

89.0%

90.2%

Region 7

94.3%

88.9%

94.7%

Region 8

92.5%

94.7%

96.2%

Region 9

84.6%

85.1%

86.6%

OSMBSC 5

93.7%

93.4%

93.8%

RELIABILITY

NETWORK CONTROL CENTRE

The reliability of State Transit services is
measured by the number of timetabled services
that are operated. State Transit’s target is to
operate 99 per cent of all timetabled services.

State Transit’s Network Control Centre
(NCC) is structured to provide regional
support for each of State Transit’s four
Sydney Metropolitan Bus Service Contract
regions, and is a proactive part of each
region’s on-road operational management.

In 2016–17, 99.31 per cent of services
operated in Sydney and 99.86 per cent
of services operated in Newcastle.
GROWTH SERVICES PROGRAM
Throughout the year State Transit introduced
additional services and made timetable
adjustments as part of the Transport for
NSW’s Growth Services Program.

State Transit

These additional trips increased the
frequency of services and extended the
hours of operation on a number of popular
routes, improving the transport options for
customers in the Northern Beaches, Inner
West, Southern and Eastern suburbs, Lane
Cove and Macquarie Park areas (see Appendix
30: Service changes for further details).

The NCC uses the Public Transport Information
and Priority System (PTIPS) to monitor services
in real-time, identifying buses that are running
early or late, and intervening where necessary
to improve on-time running. This may include
contacting the Bus Operator to advise of
early running to get them back on schedule
or providing an additional bus to assist when
adverse traffic conditions result in late running.
Real-time data regarding bus locations is also
used to resolve and respond to emergency
and ‘in service’ problems and situations, and
assist in managing Bus Operator fatigue
issues which may arise from late running.
Additional focus has been placed on providing
commuters with live up-to-date service
interruptions due to traffic and incident
or accident via Transport Management
Centre media and Twitter. Customers
can follow various Twitter bus handles to
receive notification of any impacts to their
services and can adjust their travel times
and pattern to minimise travel time.

Winners of the
best decorated
Christmas bus
of 2016 were
Mona Vale
Depot staff

SPECIAL EVENTS
State Transit, on behalf of Transport for
NSW, does the scheduling for the regional
route network for sporting events at Sydney
Olympic Park. State Transit also provides the
contracted services operating via Route 1a
– Warriewood to Sydney Olympic Park and
Route 4 – Maroubra to Sydney Olympic Park.
In addition, State Transit operates express
special event buses to the Moore Park Precinct,
operating Route 1 – Central to Moore Park,
and Route 3 – Circular Quay to Moore Park.
For major events such as Vivid, City2Surf,
New Year’s Eve, Sydney Festival and
Sculptures by the Sea, State Transit
schedules additional buses along major
corridors to help customers get to where
they need to go, on time and hassle free.

SUPPORTING THE COMMUNITY
Christmas Buses
For the eleventh year running, State Transit
buses in Sydney and Newcastle were decked
out with tinsel and ornaments as part of
State Transit’s Christmas Bus Competition.
The competition, which aims to spread some
cheer to customers, motorists and staff over
the festive season, came about after Bus
Operators began informally decorating their
buses for their customers. It has now grown
in to a healthy competition, with the Bus
Operator of the best decorated bus awarded
$500 to donate to the charity of their choice.
In 2011, State Transit developed a partnership
with the Sydney Children’s Hospital at
Randwick which meant the honour of
judging the competition each December
would go to a patient at the hospital.
The guest judge for the 2016 Christmas Bus
Competition was a patient from the Children’s
Hospital at Randwick, who awarded the title of
best decorated bus to Mona Vale Bus Depot.
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Safety
Key objectives
• The safety of State Transit’s customers and
staff is the organisation’s key priority
• State Transit’s ultimate aim is that
no injuries to staff, customers or the
public will occur as a result of State
Transit operations or activities.

Key benefit
• A safe and healthy workplace for
all staff and a safe journey for
customers and other road users.

In 2016–17, State Transit maintained
its Bus Operation Accreditation, Ferry
Licence, Advanced Fatigue Management
Accreditation and Workers Compensation
Self-Insurance Licence. In order to achieve
this, State Transit ensures its Safety
Management System complies with the
requirements of four regulatory bodies
– each having their own safety model
and Legislation. The Regulators are:
• SafeWork NSW

• Improved workplace safety

• Roads and Maritime Services

• Improved road safety
• Improved health and wellbeing programs.

Performance
EMPLOYEE SAFETY
During 2016–17, total employee injuries
decreased by a further two per cent from
2015–16, continuing a downward trend over
the last seven years. This can be attributed
to a number of measures including: an
increased focus on returning employees
to suitable duties following an incident;
proactively addressing physical hazards as
part of the Depot Refresh Program; and an
awareness campaign regarding the reporting
of hazards as soon as they are identified.
Employee assaults also reduced in 2016–17,
down four per cent on the previous year.
One of the key indicators for measuring
employee safety is the Lost Time Injury
Frequency Rate (LTIFR). Against a target of
5.0, a LTIFR of 4.3 was achieved for State
Transit, with an LTIFR of 3.3 for Sydney Buses.
CUSTOMER SAFETY

State Transit

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

Key performance indicators
• Improved on-board safety

22

In 2016–17, passenger falls reduced by a
further 12 per cent, on top of a nine per
cent reduction the previous year.

The safety of our customers is paramount
and State Transit collaborates with the
Centre for Road Safety and Transport for
NSW on opportunities to raise awareness
among customers and other road users
of safety issues while travelling.

• Transport for NSW
• National Heavy Vehicle Regulator.
State Transit allocates resources to ensure
all safety objectives are adequately met.
This includes having dedicated safety
professionals allocated to each region, as
well as investing in technology to improve
safety reporting and performance.
SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
State Transit’s Safety Management System
provides a framework of detailed policies,
procedures, risk management guidelines,
safe work instructions and forms for
employees to follow when performing
their duties. It is regularly reviewed in
consultation with employees to ensure
currency, compliance and ease of use.
ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES
In accordance with continuous improvement
principles, State Transit is continuously refining
its implemented systems and processes. During
2016–17, State Transit successfully passed
various audits and compliance verification
activities, both external and internal, including a
number of Bus Operator Accreditation Scheme
(BOAS) audits, achieving positive results.
In accordance with the Advanced Fatigue
Management (AFM) standards set by the
National Heavy Vehicle Regulator (NHVR),
State Transit has commenced annual medical
assessments for employees aged between

50–60 years who undertake AFM work.
State Transit successfully passed the biennial
audit of its AFM accreditation in 2016–17.
The positive results from these audits and
assurance activities indicate that State
Transit’s Safety Management System is
effective and well-positioned to maintain
its various accreditations and licences.

trial gave staff the opportunity to be involved
in an app trial before it was made available to
the public. The ‘Headgear’ app is intended to
increase mental fitness, resilience and reduce
the risk of developing a mental health condition
in the future. By taking part in the trial staff had
the opportunity to learn skills and strategies to
cope more effectively with stress and increase
overall mental fitness and general wellbeing.

SAFETY PROGRAMS

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING

Key strategies and programs contributing
to State Transit’s strong safety performance
throughout 2016–17 included:

All State Transit employees are subjected
to random drug and alcohol testing, as
well as testing following serious on-road
incidents and where reasonable cause exists.
Saliva swab testing has continued to further
complement the existing breath alcohol and
urine testing program. Various measures are
taken when positive tests occur, including
counselling and disciplinary proceedings.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
State Transit aims to promote and
encourage positive health and
wellbeing outcomes for all staff.
Health Week was conducted in November 2016
and included the opportunity for all staff to
receive a free and confidential health check.
State Transit’s Employee Assistance Program
(EAP) provider was also on hand to speak to
staff about resilience and stress management.
A Fitness Passport continues to be available
for all employees with a total of 290 new
and active memberships since 2015.
Targeted health campaigns were
communicated in the staff newsletter
providing advice on topics such as fatigue
and staying healthy during flu season.
The annual free flu vaccination program was
rolled out in March/April 2017, with a steady
increase in the number of staff opting to receive
the vaccination. In 2017, the ‘Quadrivalent’
vaccine was utilised as recommended
by the World Health Organization.
Other programs that are ongoing and continue
to have a dedicated focus include the EAP
(with the commencement of a new provider in
May 2017 – Davidson and Trahaire Corpsych),
and the Fatigue Management Program.

Drug and alcohol testing in 2016–17

Number of tests
Number of
positive results

Alcohol

Drugs

2165

877

1

2

RISK MANAGEMENT
State Transit applies a risk management
approach fundamental to the achievement
of work health and safety goals and the
honouring of the commitments documented
within the Health and Safety Policy. The
adoption of a risk management approach is
reflected in the design and structure of the
documented Safety Management System
inclusive of the risk management program.
This generic risk management approach assists
in identifying common risks across all sites.
Through discussion and consultation, generic
risk assessments have been developed with a
focus on high-risk activities and risk controls.
As a result new standardised risk controls
have been implemented across the depots.

June 2016 saw the introduction of the
‘Headgear- toughen your nut’ trial. Mental
wellbeing is an important part of our overall
health and at State Transit, we are committed
to improving mental health awareness and
providing support to our people. Volunteers
were sought to participate in a 30-day trial
of the new ‘Headgear’ smartphone app. This
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SAFETY TRAINING

DEPOT REFRESH PROGRAM

Safety training programs are delivered in a
variety of formats to employees to ensure
they have the knowledge and confidence
to implement their requirements of the
Safety Management System and deliver
a safe service to our customers.

The Depot Refresh Program continued
during 2016–17, with all depots now
involved in the initiative. Many positive
outcomes have been achieved and progress
has featured in the staff newsletter.

State Transit continues to work closely with
Transport for NSW on the cluster-wide Safety
Leadership and Engagement Program. There
are several streams of work that link to the
program. The streams are: Decision-making
Case Study, Visible Leadership, System Safety,
Safety Engagements, and Health and Wellbeing.
SAFETY AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS
State Transit will continue to work
collaboratively with Transport for NSW
to enhance services for our customers
and deliver on the NSW Government’s
long-term plans for transport in NSW.
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State Transit also continues to work
collaboratively with the Centre for Road
Safety, NSW Police, Roads and Maritime
Services and Bus NSW on the Bus Safety
Action Plan to improve road and passenger
safety for State Transit bus operations.
Bus Safety Week was celebrated between
6 and 12 November, with the campaign
featuring State Transit’s ‘Be Bus Aware’ buses.
During Bus Safety Week, hundreds of State
Transit and private Bus Operators traded their
regular uniforms for bright yellow shirts in a bid
to highlight the important safety messages.

CONSULTATION
Consultation is an underpinning principle of
safety at State Transit. As well as informal
consultation mechanisms, State Transit has
established a number of key groups that
provide feedback and are involved in making
safety decisions on behalf of the business. In
2016–17, there was a strong focus on worker
consultation via site Health and Safety
Committees as well as involvement from Health
and Safety Representatives in risk assessments
and discussions regarding work changes.
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
The successful management of workplace
injuries and return to work is a key work
health and safety strategy at State Transit.
The actuarial net liability continues a
downward trend, decreasing 4.9 per cent
from $16.4 million at 30 June 2016 to
$15.6 million at 30 June 2017. This follows a
3.9 per cent reduction the previous year.
State Transit is self-insured and delivers
its own Return to Work functions. It is
supported by Transport for NSW Shared
Services, which continue to provide workers’
compensation services to State Transit as
governed by a Service Level Agreement.

SAFETY IMPLEMENTATION
A systematic approach to the implementation
of State Transit’s Corporate Safety Plan
has contributed to our strong safety
performance throughout 2016–17.

State Transit

Safety Management System implementation
plans were in place at all operational sites
and were reviewed with Regional General
Managers at the six-month mark. Progress
on the key performance indicators were
tracked as part of the Regional Safety
Management System meetings.

The workers’ compensation component of
State Transit’s Safety Management System
complies with the requirements of the State
Insurance Regulatory Authority (SIRA).

Competitive business
performance
Key objectives
• To build our competitiveness as a business
• To ensure the renewal of State
Transit’s operating contracts.

Key benefit
• Clearly demonstrating improved
‘value for money’.

Key performance indicators
• Increasing investment to meet our
future obligations
• Maximise asset utilisation.

Performance
FINANCIAL REVIEW
In 2016–17, State Transit reported a surplus of
$84.1 million ($29.5 million deficit in 2015–16).
The increase in financial performance was
mainly due to a significant decrease in the
personal services liability as assessed by
actuarial valuation. This decrease was due to
the increase in the discount rate (based on the
10-year Commonwealth Bond rate at 30 June
2017) since the previous valuation date. Without
that actuarial adjustment, the underlying
financial performance was a surplus of $43.3
million. This result compares favourably with
the original budget of $28.2 million surplus.
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
State Transit spent $29 million on capital
works in 2016–17, including: $25.8 million on
the acquisition of 57 new buses which are
operated by State Transit and recognised
as a finance lease with Transport for NSW;
$1.9 million on bus-related equipment and
other systems; and $1.3 million on depot
infrastructure and facilities upgrades.
The bus replacement program ensures the
average fleet age continues to meet the
requirements of State Transit’s contracts with
Transport for NSW. State Transit’s average
fleet age was 10.86 years as at 30 June 2017.
The upgrades to the depot infrastructure
and facilities were to maintain and
support operational requirements.

OUTER METROPOLITAN AND SYDNEY
METROPOLITAN BUS SERVICE CONTRACTS
During the 2016–17 financial year, State
Transit operated its bus services through
five separate Transport for NSW contracts:
• Four Sydney Metropolitan Bus Service
Contracts (SMBSC)
• One Outer Sydney Metropolitan Bus
Service Contract (OSMBSC).
The four SMBSC comprise:
• Contract Region 6 – Inner Western and South
Western suburbs
• Contract Region 7 – North Western, Northern
Harbour and Riverside suburbs
• Contract Region 8 – Northern Beaches and
Lower North Shore
• Contract Region 9 – Eastern and
South Eastern suburbs.
Contract Region 6 commenced on
1 July 2013 for a period of five years.
On 1 July 2018, the operations for
Contract Region 6 will be franchised.
Contract Regions 7, 8 and 9 commenced
on 1 July 2013 for a period of five years.
They will terminate one year early on
30 June 2017 when new contracts will be
executed for a further five year term.
The sole OSMBSC comprises:
• Contract Region 5 – Newcastle Buses.
The OSMBSC commenced on 1 July 2014 for
a period of three years. It was terminated
on 30 June 2017 in support of the new
initiative of a single integrated transport
network for Newcastle, under the recently
established Newcastle Transport.
All contracts include the provision of additional
services for specific special events such as
New Year’s Eve, Australia Day, ANZAC Day,
Vivid, Mardi Gras and major sporting events.
State Transit has a monthly reporting regime,
an obligation under each contract. The
reporting principally takes the form of strict
key performance indicator (KPI) benchmark
comparison. The benchmarks cover: patronage
growth, on-time running, accessible services,
customer satisfaction, customer complaints
and resolution, revenue protection, and safety.
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Changes to any contract bus service
are detailed by State Transit, including
supporting Operational Spatial Data
(OSD), and submitted to Transport for
NSW for assessment and approval. Once
approved, the changes are invoiced and paid
through the contract payment process.

• delivery of the Depot Events module of the
Service Events application suite. This system
records all incidents within a depot and
reports for the whole organisation centrally.

Each SMBSC and OSMBSC is invoiced and
paid on a monthly basis, principally comprising
the monthly contract price, applicable
price adjustments and service variations.

• refreshment and upgrade of the data
Storage Area Network (SAN) was
completed to reduce maintenance costs,
maintain system support and access.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

In 2016–17, State Transit’s Information
Technology Division was primarily focused
on transitioning to centralised, all-ofgovernment information technology
platforms and better aligning the Information
Technology Division within the business,
to enable better decision support.

State Transit uses ISOAS/NZS 31000:2009 Risk
Management Standard to improve decisionmaking and to minimise the impact of events
that may affect operational activities; State
Transit’s performance; compliance with its
regulators; or the safety and security of its
employees, passengers or other road users.

The following accomplishments were
achieved during the reporting period:

State Transit is committed to the continual
improvement of its risk management
program, with consideration for the changing
environment in which it operates. The Risk and
Assurance Unit is responsible for maintaining
and implementing State Transit’s Risk
Management Framework, which sets out the
whole of business approach to managing risk.

• development and delivery of a new contract
KPI reporting framework. This enables timely
contract KPI reporting to Transport for
NSW on monthly basis without relying on
one individual.
• delivery of a finance and procurement
system as part of the State Transit’s
Enterprise Resource Plan (ERP). This is a
State Transit driven initiative utilising its
existing systems separate to the wider
Transport for NSW SAP based ERP.
• relocation of the State Transit Data Centre to
GovDC – an all of Government data centre
• Continued support provided to the Transport
for NSW Next Generation Infrastructure
Services (NGIS) Program
• implementation of the Transport for NSW
Software Asset Management processes
within the business. This system tracks and
monitors the licence validation across all
software installed within the infrastructure.
• upgrade of the back-end of State Transit’s
email system, Lotus Notes, to allow
vendor support

State Transit

• upgrade of Mobile Mail infrastructure to
facilitate continuous connectivity of emails
and system access via mobile devices should
one of the two mobile servers fail
• upgrade of depot-based Uninterrupted
Power Supply (UPS) hardware to facilitate
continuous system connectivity in the case
of electricity disruptions

• network enhancements and software
upgrades were delivered to facilitate the
rollout of the electronic ticketing system,
Opal, to all depots in Sydney and Newcastle

The Risk and Assurance Unit regularly
reports to the executive Governance and Risk
Committee, which oversees the implementation
and operation of the Risk Management
Framework. As a further assurance, State
Transit has an Audit and Risk Committee,
whose overall objective is to provide
independent assistance to the Chief Executive
by overseeing and monitoring State Transit’s
governance, risk and control framework, and
its external accountability requirements.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS
State Transit has trained all operational,
key management and supervisory staff in
emergency and crisis management procedures.
The Fleet Operations and Infrastructure Division
facilitate the program which provides focus on
the practical aspects of emergency and incident
management, together with a structured
approach to communications. Flexible delivery
options enable the program to be delivered as
required for the ongoing support of operations.

Officers from the NSW Police Transport
Command are currently receiving training in
Bus Incident Response. The training focuses
on the following scenarios: the first minute
after an incident, to provide police with a
set plan and priorities if they were on a bus
when an incident occurred; and the first five
minutes after an incident, to provide police
with a more detailed response plan if they
are the first responders to a bus incident. This
training commenced in February 2017 and will
conclude in December 2017 for all existing
officers attached to Police Transport Command.
It is expected to be ongoing for officers joining
the Command beyond December 2017.
SECURITY COORDINATION
State Transit’s Security Unit provides police
intelligence reports of incidents that occur
on the bus network. Data is provided on a
daily basis and a detailed report with data
analysis is provided on a quarterly basis. High
profile areas of the network are identified
and the Police Transport Command (which
is responsible for patrolling the transport
network) can be provided with intelligence
suitable for tasking their resources to
areas of concern to State Transit.
The Unit provides a conduit for all police
requesting on-bus CCTV footage to assist in
their investigations. It facilitates the delivery
of footage and provides evidence in court
in relation to the continuity of the CCTV
system. During 2016–17, the Unit processed
479 requests for information. Requests from
police for CCTV footage is not restricted to
matters occurring on buses. Around 32 per
cent of requests were for incidents where
the bus and its CCTV system was a witness
to an incident. Police request assistance in
identifying buses that pass incident sites and
obtain footage to further their investigations.
REVENUE PROTECTION
Sydney Trains Transport Officers have
responsibility for revenue protection and the
checking of passengers for valid Opal cards
and tickets on all Sydney Trains, Harbour
City Ferries, Sydney Buses and Newcastle
Buses and Ferries as well as all private
buses operating in the Sydney region.
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People and
organisational
sustainability
key objective
• To inspire, develop and support all employees.

Key benefit
• Skilled, productive and motivated staff.

Key performance indicators
• Operational staffing levels maintained
• Staff Development Plans agreed
• Stakeholder engagement.

Performance
RECRUITMENT
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During 2016–17, recruitment was undertaken by
Transport Shared Services, part of Transport
for NSW. The majority of recruitment activity
for State Transit was for Bus Operators. During
2016–17, 421 Bus Operators were recruited.
This result was assisted by expanded and
new channels for advertising, including the
use of Shopper Dockets in selected areas,
digital campaigns and social media.
Recognising the business imperatives for
Bus Operator recruitment, Transport for
NSW brought together key stakeholders as
part of its ‘Incubator Program’ to discuss
and generate potential solutions to further
increase the number of new recruits, reduce
the time to select, and increase applicant
engagement at all stages of the process.
Solutions generated as part of the ‘Incubator
Program’ will be implemented during 2017–18.
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Aboriginal Employment

State Transit

The representation of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people in State Transit is
0.7 per cent. Within the Transport cluster,
State Transit’s target is to increase this to
at least 0.93 per cent by December 2017.
To facilitate ongoing improvements in the
recruitment and retention of Indigenous
employees, State Transit, together with
Transport for NSW and Yarn’n Aboriginal

Employment Services, launched a second
targeted Aboriginal Bus Operator recruitment
program in 2016–17. This program included
an open day at Randwick Depot to
promote the benefits of employment as a
Bus Operator, assist potential applicants’
understanding of the role, and have existing
staff available to answer questions.
As at 30 June 2017, one recruit is to
commence work at State Transit in July
2017, one applicant is scheduled for Driver
Evaluation, and three applicants are
completing pre-employment checks.
Other strategies and initiatives that have
been implemented to improve Aboriginal
representation and retention include:
• promoting State Transit as an employer
to the Indigenous community through our
existing Indigenous staff
• use of targeted advertising in Koori Mail and
the National Indigenous Times
• participation in Transport-wide events such
as the Reconciliation Morning Tea and the
Aboriginal Staff Forum
• promoting State Transit at Indigenous events
including the Aboriginal Rugby League
Knockout Carnival (October 2016)
• nominating State Transit staff for the
Transport for NSW Aboriginal Employee
Reference Group
• providing additional support to
Indigenous Bus Operator candidates
throughout the recruitment process.
Women in State Transit
Women represent 7.2 per cent of State Transit’s
total workforce. Bus Operators make up 81.5
per cent of our entire workforce, and women
represent 5.2 per cent of all Bus Operators.
At State Transit depots, women also
work as Depot Managers, Duty Managers,
Duty Officers, Yard Supervisors, Senior
Staff Supervisors, Bus Operator Trainers,
tradespersons and apprentices.
The representation of women in State Transit
Senior Service roles was 20.5 per cent in
2016–17, and 14.7 per cent at 30 June 2017.
The number of Senior Service positions
is relatively small (34), so any increase or
decrease has a significant impact on the
overall percentages. Within the Transport
cluster, State Transit’s target is to increase this
to at least 21.9 per cent by December 2017.

In 2016–17 strategies were developed and
implemented that aimed to increase the
number of new female employees and retain
existing female employees. These included:

• 223 Bus Operators completed the Certificate
III in Driving Operations (Bus)

• convening a ‘Women in State Transit’ focus
group, to provide feedback and suggestions
on how State Transit can increase the
number of female Bus Operators

The Traineeship Program was revised
and updated in line with the national
training package, to provide additional
support for trainees. All Bus Operator
Trainers were provided the opportunity to
improve their feedback and coaching skills
through formal training and coaching.

• planning for Career conversations for female
Bus Operators as part of the Grow, Perform,
Succeed Program discussions, and extending
this to other groups
• planning for the development of a mentoring
program for new female Bus Operators
• inclusion of women Bus Operators in
promotional and advertising campaigns
• availability of an external mentoring
program for female leaders (10 staff
members participated in 2016–17).
ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
State Transit is committed to developing a
capable and resilient workforce by investing in
its people. State Transit works in partnership
with Transport for NSW to deliver targeted
training and development programs to ensure
we have the right organisational capability
and culture to deliver effective services. In
2016–17, our focus has been on supporting
and enabling our frontline staff, through
professional development, quality training,
and increasing the capability of our trainers.
BUS OPERATOR INITIAL
EMPLOYMENT TRAINING
State Transit utilises the Vocational
Education and Training Quality Framework
to promote excellence in training Bus
Operators. State Transit’s comprehensive
Bus Operator Training Program includes:
• a nationally recognised Traineeship Program
for all new Bus Operators
• tailored one-on-one training and
assessment for identified training needs.
The Traineeship Program ensures all new
Bus Operators receive training that has been
benchmarked against national competency
standards, and results in a nationally
recognised Certificate III in Driving Operations
(Bus). This qualification is also available to
existing Bus Operators to have their current
skills and experience formally recognised.
Achievements in 2016–17 included:

• 337 new recruits were enrolled in the
Certificate III Traineeship Program.

BUS OPERATOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
State Transit recognises the links between
engagement and performance. In 2016–17,
a number of initiatives commenced which
targeted the skills and engagement of staff.
From April 2017, the Bus Operator Development
Day (a professional development workshop
for Bus Operators) commenced. Part 1 of
the workshop focuses on refreshing and
building technical, safety and emergency
capability using digital resources and
practical experience. Part 2 explores the
attitudes, behaviours and self awareness
that underpin great customer service, using
an interactive Forum Theatre approach.
Early evaluation of data indicates that
the Bus Operator Development Day has
had a positive impact on Bus Operators.
All Bus Operators will participate in the
development program in 2017–18.
Other aligned initiatives and resources included:
• an online communication platform for Bus
Operators, providing information, Q&As, and
resources targeting employee wellbeing
• rollout of a new uniform based on
employee feedback
• introduction of The Big Blue Book – a
positive new resource for Bus Operators,
to support and guide them in all aspects of
their role
• attendance of managers and
supervisors at the professional
development workshop sessions.
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APPRENTICESHIPS
Heavy vehicle mechanical, body repair and
vehicle painting apprenticeships are an essential
element of State Transit’s fleet operations. The
apprentice program focuses on developing a
highly skilled workforce with comprehensive
technical and safety competencies as
well as strong workplace standards.
Annual apprentice recruitment continues to
reflect the diverse State Transit workforce.
Apprentices undertake on-the-job training
in the workshops, ongoing technical
training and assessment on the State Transit
fleet and workplace plant and processes,
and trade qualifications from TAFE.
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Traffic Controller Skill Set
More than 80 maintenance and operations
staff completed training and assessment in
the RIISS00044 Traffic Controller skill set.
This covered Statements of Attainment in
the following national units of competency
as well as attainment of Roads and Maritime
Services Traffic Control Photo Cards.
• RIIWHS201D Work safely and follow
WHS policies and work procedures

In addition to trade-specific training, State
Transit apprentices undertake heavy vehicle
licence upgrades and safety training to develop
competency across all critical work areas.

• RIIWHS205D Control traffic with a
stop/slow bat

Apprentices further develop competency
both concurrently and after completion of
their trade qualification. Several apprentices
are currently completing additional trade
qualifications which will enable them
to hold a Motor Vehicle Tradesperson’s
Certificate for multiple repair classes.

Safety

State Transit apprentices continued to gain
permanent employment with State Transit as
engineering repair tradespersons, bringing
established knowledge and understanding of
our customers, fleet and business objectives.
FLEET OPERATIONS TRAINING
AND ASSESSMENT
Fleet Technical Training
To support State Transit’s extensive fleet
replacement program, over 40 technical
training courses were delivered to maintenance
staff during the year. Training on Volvo and
Scania buses covered electrical systems,
diagnostic systems, fuel systems, brakes,
suspension, servicing and engines. Auxiliary
systems training covered Thoreb, door
systems and air conditioning systems.
Compressed Natural Gas
State Transit

year, 28 staff undertook Certificate 3 in
Automotive Alternative Fuel Technology
AUR32012. This resulted in a further increase
in workforce capability with an additional
34 staff attaining compressed natural gas
mechanic repair credentials in 2016–17.

The Motor Dealers and Repairers Act 2013
requires repair work to be completed by
a holder of a tradesperson’s certificate
in a specific repair class. During the

• RIICOM201D Communicate in the workplace.

Scheduled audiometry testing, spirometry
testing and spray painter surveillance medical
assessments were undertaken in 2016–17.
As part of State Transit’s commitment to ensure
the safety and competency of maintenance
staff, over 500 competency-based and
knowledge assessments were delivered to
staff. These covered both the operation of
workshop plant and equipment and general
safety. This brings the total assessments
completed to more than 10,000 since 2012.
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
In 2016–17, State Transit’s focus on leadership
development has been on the rollout of the
Leading Team Success Program for Maintenance
Supervisors. This cluster-wide program is
designed to build capability to provide effective
people leadership within the organisation.
All State Transit Senior Executives and
people leaders attended Conscious Inclusion
Training in 2016. This cluster-wide program
focuses on understanding biases as leaders
and how they contribute to the role we play
in crafting an environment of inclusivity in
the workplace, underpinned by flexibility
and a diverse workforce composition.

PERFORMANCE AGREEMENTS FOR
TRANSPORT SENIOR SERVICE, SENIOR
OFFICERS AND SALARIED OFFICERS
The Performance Agreement Program for
Transport Senior Service Employees and
Salaried and Senior Officers continued during
2016–17, using an online system. The online
system provides fully electronic records and
sign-offs, as well as tools to support the
development of appropriate performance
objectives and personal development plans.
It also features reporting functions which
summarise progress in meeting objectives and
alignment of objectives to the Corporate Plan.
GROW PERFORM SUCCEED PROGRAM
During 2016–17, the implementation of the Grow
Perform Succeed (GPS) Program continued for
operations staff. The purpose of this program
is to provide employees the opportunity to:
• discuss their role with their supervisor
• understand work goals
• receive regular feedback about how they are
performing and what they are doing well

NEW BUS OPERATOR UNIFORM
A new uniform for all Bus Operators and other
key operational staff was introduced during the
reporting year. The new design was instigated
from a survey of all Bus Operators, which
identified potential improvements to the current
uniform. A Uniform Working Party, which
included male and female staff representatives,
recommended design and colour options,
including items such as skorts and the use of
‘left over right’ buttoning for female shirts.
Final options were trialled by staff and an
efficient sizing program was implemented at
all locations so correct sizes could be ordered.
The result is a uniform which has been
positively received by staff, and which promotes
a professional frontline image for State Transit.
SUCCESSION PLANNING
The Transport for NSW Succession
Planning Framework was applied in State
Transit to refresh talent profiling and
build succession plans for key and critical
positions including leadership roles.

• be recognised for a job well done
• build capabilities to carry out work
to the best of their abilities.
A number of new initiatives were implemented
as part of the GPS Program during the year,
including video communications for staff.
These videos featured the Chief Executive
and the respective General Managers,
providing positive commentary on each
division’s priorities, targets and results. This
initiative aimed to promote visible leadership
by State Transit’s Executives for frontline
staff and was complemented by a printed
brochure from each General Manager. These
additional channels for communications
have been well received by frontline staff.

ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS AND AWARDS
The industrial instruments applicable
to groups in State Transit include:
• State Transit Authority Bus Engineering and
Maintenance Enterprise (State) Award 2016
– Covers all trade and non-trades staff who
maintain the State Transit bus fleet, operative
to 31 December 2018.
• State Transit Authority Bus Operations
Enterprise (State) Award 2015 – Covers all
Bus Operators and related classifications,
operative to 31 December 2017.
• State Transit Authority Senior and Salaried
Officers Enterprise (State) Award 2015 –
Covers all administrative, managerial and
operational (non-bus or maintenance) staff,
operative to 31 December 2017.
• State Transit Authority Newcastle Ferry
Masters Enterprise Agreement 2015 –
Covers all Newcastle Ferry Masters and
Engineers, operative to 31 December 2017.
• State Transit Authority Newcastle
Ferry General Purpose Hand Enterprise
Agreement 2015 – Covers all Newcastle
Ferry General Purpose Hands,
operative to 31 December 2017.
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All instruments were negotiated under the
NSW Public Sector Wages Policy 2011 which
provides for a 2.5 per cent cost of living
adjustment, including the superannuation
guarantee, with any increase above the
2.5 per cent cost of living adjustment to be
funded through employee-related cost savings.

The categories and recipients
for these awards were:

In 2016–17, State Transit provided effective
support to Transport for NSW in the
franchising of Newcastle operations
and staff to private operator Keolis
Downer, effective from 1 July 2017.

• Customer Focus – Kevork Beyleryan, Sean
Brehon, Jorge Canellas, Luca Ingenito, John
Pukler and Fiona Towell

• Safety – Ryde Yard Team: Darren Baker,
Carmelo Ferraro, Ranjan Kaul, John O’Riodan,
Tarun Soni and Ian Welch
• Collaboration – Ermin Tham and
Brendon Harris

• Solutions – Michael Eggins and
Roxanna Llewelyn
• Integrity – Lorna Hutchings

RETREAT SPACES
State Transit demonstrates its commitment
to ensuring employees from culturally
diverse backgrounds can meet their religious
obligations while at work. With 11 established
retreat spaces across the organisation,
employees can utilise these spaces for
religious, spiritual or contemplative purposes.
STAFF RECOGNITION SCHEME
32

The Recognition Program for State Transit
employees commenced in 2005, to celebrate
success and achievement and to support
State Transit’s business directions.
The program is based on three
‘tiers’ of recognition:
1. an annual organisation-wide
program, culminating in a formal
annual awards function
2. annual allocation of movie vouchers to
Regions and Corporate Divisions to reward
exceptional performance in the workplace
3. day-to-day praise and feedback in
the workplace to employees from
managers and supervisors.

State Transit

The Annual Service and Achievement Award
presentations were held in a combined
event on Wednesday 21 June 2017. The
Annual Achievement Awards recognise the
outstanding contributions of staff during
2016–17. These awards reflect the values that are
embedded in the Corporate Plan 2012–2017.

• Apprentice of the Year – Luke Stebbings
• CEO Award – Peter Casanelia
• CEO Award – George Samartzis
• CEO Award – T80 Bus Replacement Team:
Darren Baker, Steve Bakous, Bryce Grossell,
Egwin Herbert and Michael Perrone
TRANSPORT AWARDS (CLUSTER AWARDS)
The 2016 Transport Awards presentations
were held on 28 February 2017. This event
recognises the exceptional contributions and
achievements of staff in Transport for NSW
and across all the Transport cluster agencies.
State Transit submitted several
nominations and the finalists were:
• Brendan Rabbit for the Category of
Customer Focus
• Peter Casanelia for the Category of Safety
• Gary Outram for the Category of Solutions.
Brendan Rabbit was presented with an Award
and Peter Casanelia received a Commendation.

Environment
Key objective
• To reduce the environmental footprint
from State Transit’s operations.

Key benefit
• Protection of the environment through
compliance with the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act
• A healthy and sustainable environment
for the community by fostering
growth in using public transport.

Key performance indicators
• Improved fuel efficiency in the bus fleet

GREENHOUSE EMISSIONS FOOTPRINT
State Transit’s Greenhouse Gas Scope 1
emissions for the bus, commercial and
passenger vehicle fleet increased by 1.3 per
cent in 2016–17 to 160,336 tonnes CO2(e).
When combined with stationary energy
greenhouse emissions, the total State Transit
greenhouse footprint for transport and
stationary energy increased by 0.7 per cent
to 168,144 tonnes CO2(e). The growth in fleet
emissions is reflective of increased service
kilometres and fleet fuel usage with new
heavier air-conditioned buses now in use.
ROADS AND MARITIME SERVICES
CLEAN FLEET RE-ACCREDITATION

Performance

State Transit achieved re-accreditation against
the Roads and Maritime Services Clean Fleet
Program in May 2017, with compliance audits
successfully completed in one depot per
region. Accreditation is valid until May 2019.
State Transit denotes its Clean Fleet status
by displaying its Clean Fleet accreditation
certificates across all State Transit depots.

IMPROVING THE BUS FLEET
EMISSIONS PROFILE

MONA VALE REMEDIATION

• Reduced electricity consumption in State
Transit facilities
• Increased rates of recycling
of renewable resources.

With the retirement of older early model
Euro I and II buses, and with the further
acquisition of the latest Euro 5 and Enhanced
Environmentally-Friendly Vehicles (EEV),
80 per cent of State Transit’s fleet is now
of a Euro 3 standard or higher, with 45 per
cent of the fleet Euro 5 or EEV standard.
The fleet’s rated emission standards are
maintained in accordance with the original
equipment manufacturer and Roads and
Maritime Services Clean Fleet Standards.

Significant progress has been achieved with
remediation of Mona Vale Depot including:
the completion of Human Health and
Ecological Risk Assessments; Soil Vapour
and Groundwater Monitoring Studies; and
passive skimming and active extraction of
phase separated hydrocarbons. State Transit
has achieved all of its milestones against the
Voluntary Management Agreement held with
the Environmental Protection Authority.

ELECTRICITY AND WATER
CONSUMPTION SAVINGS
State Transit depots consumed 8,557,737kWhs
of electricity in 2016–17, continuing on its path of
energy savings with a nine per cent reduction in
depot electricity consumption. This represents
a fifth year of annual electricity savings.
While State Transit’s potable water consumption
of 76,491kL increased by seven per cent over
the year, water consumption is still greatly
reduced on previous financial year totals, with a
12 per cent reduction over the last three years.
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Appendix 1: Management and
structure (as at 30 June 2017)
Chief Executive
STEFFEN FAURBY

General Manager, Safety, Assurance and Communications
LINDSAY LEE

Qualifications: Bachelor of Science (Mechanical
Engineering), Graduate Diploma (HD)
Business Administration, Graduate of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors

General Manager, Finance and Administrative
Services

Reports to the Chief Executive
Qualifications: Bachelor of Arts
(First Class Honours), Executive
Fellows Program (ANZSOG)
Key responsibilities:

PAUL DUNN
• Customer information and communications
Reports to the Chief Executive
Qualifications: Bachelor of Commerce,
Masters in Business Administration, Graduate
Diploma in Applied Finance, Graduate of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors
Key responsibilities:
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• Finance
• Treasury and revenue

General Manager, Fleet Operations and Infrastructure Division
MICHAEL REARDON

• Internal audit
• Risk and assurance
• Electronic ticketing system
• Safety management system

General Manager, People and Bus Systems
MARTIN BYATT
Reports to the Chief Executive
Qualifications: Certificate of Transport
Management, Graduate Certificate in
Management (Australian Institute of
Management), Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors

Reports to the Chief Executive
Key responsibilities:
Qualifications: Certificate of
Transport Management
Key responsibilities:
• Asset security
• Operational infrastructure

• Learning and development
• Employee relations and equity
• Human resources development
• Bus operations

• Bus maintenance

General Manager Strategy, Innovation and
Technology

• Revenue protection

CRAIG WEBSTER

• Fleet operations

• Environment
Reports to the Chief Executive
Qualifications: Bachelor of Economics,
Masters in Business Administration

State Transit

Key responsibilities:
• ICT
• Contracts and procurement
• Insurance

Corporate Counsel

General Manager, Southern Region

LAUREN BARNES

MARK PETERS

Reports to the Chief Executive

Reports to the Chief Executive

Qualifications: Master of Business Law
(University of Sydney), Master of Law
(Monash University), Bachelor of Laws with
Honours (Bond University), Graduate of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors,
Certificate in Governance Practice (Governance
Institute), Certificate in Governance and Risk
Management (Governance Institute), Prince2
Registered Practitioner (Project Management),
Graduate Certificate in Management
(Australian Institute of Management).

Qualifications: Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors,
Certificate of Transport Management
(CTM), Graduate Certificate in Business
Management (GradCertBus).

Key responsibilities:
• Provide advice to the Executives on legal
matters
• Dispute and litigation management

Key responsibilities:
• Management of the Southern Regional bus
depots (Leichhardt, Kingsgrove, Burwood
and Tempe) which operate services in
Sydney’s inner-western, south-western
suburbs and the CBD
• 4DX/On-time running

General Manager, Eastern Region

• Draft, negotiate and advise on major
contracts and commercial matters

JAMIE SINCLAIR

• Identification of legal and compliance issues
and risks

Reports to the Chief Executive

• Property portfolio management

Qualifications: Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors, Advanced
Management Certificate, Business
Management Certificate, Certificate of
Transport Management, Successfully
completed Executive Development Program
and Public Sector Management Course.

General Manager, Northern Region
ROBERT TARABAY
Reports to the Chief Executive
Qualifications: Graduate Certificate Business
Management, Certificate of Transport
Management, Certificate IV Building
and Construction, Diploma Building and
Construction, Certificate IV Training and
Assessment, Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.

Key responsibilities:

Key responsibilities:

• Scheduling (HASTUS) across
all Sydney regions

• Management of the Eastern Regional
bus depots (Waverley, Port Botany
and Randwick) which operate services
in Sydney’s eastern beaches, inner
south-eastern suburbs and the CBD
• Special event coordination

• Management of Northern Regional bus
depots (Mona Vale, Brookvale and North
Sydney) which operate services in Sydney’s
lower North Shore, the Northern Beaches
and the CBD
• Network Control Centre
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A/General Manager, Western Region

General Manager, Newcastle Buses and Ferries

JIM NIAHOS

DARREN CAREY

Reports to the Chief Executive

Reports to the Chief Executive

Qualifications: Certificate of Transport
Management, Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors

Qualifications: Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors, Certificate
of Transport Management, Certificate
of Business Management, Graduate
Certificate in Retail Management

Key responsibilities:
• Management of the Western Regional
bus depots (Ryde and Willoughby) which
operate services in Sydney’s north western,
northern harbour and riverside suburbs

Key responsibilities:
• Management of the Newcastle bus depots
(Hamilton and Belmont) which operate
services across a large part of Newcastle and
Lake Macquarie
• Management of the Newcastle to
Stockton Ferry

Appendix 2: Human resource statistics
The below table shows a comparison of State Transit’s staff by classification
(and full-time equivalent) over the five-year period from July 2012 to June 2017
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Human resource statistics
Head count

2012–13

2013–14

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

Operations

4191

3856

3857

4074

4115

Maintenance

348

370

329

322

318

Administration

510

436

430

444

429

10

0*

0*

0*

0*

N/A

36*

34*

34*

34*

Total

5049

4662

4728

4874

4892

Full-time equivalent

4847

4543

4562

4686

4695

162

116

78

100

124

SES
Transport Senior Service

Casuals (included above)

Note: The figures are converted to full-time equivalents for part-time staff, and represent the average staffing levels for the year (they
do not include overtime hours). Administration figures for 2012–13 to 2016–17 exclude positions assigned to Transport for NSW and
Transport Shared Services.

State Transit

*SES classification discontinued during 2013–14. Former SES and various Senior Officers transferred to Transport Senior Service
classification (Level 1 to 6). Transport Senior Service (Level 2 to 6) will transition to Transport Service Senior Executive (Band 1 to 3)
from 1 July 2017.

Appendix 3: Senior Service contracts and
remuneration
TSSE contracts and remuneration
TSSE Band

Female

Male

Total

Average
of TRP

Band 1

1

4

5

$233,160

Band 2

–

9

9

$275,590

Band 3

–

1

1

$500,000

Band 4

–

–

–

–

Total

1

14

15

The table is based on Transport Senior Service positions Level 2 to Level 6, which are to be aligned to Transport Service Senior
Executive (TSSE) Bands from 1 July 2017 following the introduction of the Government Sector Employment Legislation Amendment
Act 2016 No 2 within the Transport Service.
The percentage of total salaries and wages expenditure that relates to senior executives was 1.4 per cent for 2016–17 and 1.4 per cent
for 2015–16.

Appendix 4: Workforce diversity
Trends in the representation of workforce diversity groups
Workforce
diversity group

Benchmark/
Target

% of total
staff – 2015

% of total
staff – 2016

% of total
staff – 2017

Women

50%

7.9%

7.5%

7.2%

Aboriginal people and
Torres Strait Islanders

2.6%

0.7%

0.9%

0.7%

People whose first
language spoken as a
child was not English

19.0%

27.0%

28.5%

29.4%

People with a disability

N/A

2.2%

2.2%

2.1%

People with a disability
requiring work-related
adjustment

1.5%

2.2%

2.1%

2.1%
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Trends in the distribution of workforce diversity groups
Workforce
diversity group

Benchmark/
Target

% of total
staff – 2015

% of total
staff – 2016

% of total
staff – 2017

Women

100

123

127

124

Aboriginal people and
Torres Strait Islanders

100

89

88

89

People whose first
language spoken as a
child was not English

100

95

94

93

People with a disability

100

113

119

114

People with a disability
requiring workrelated adjustment

100

113

113

114

Note 1: A Distribution Index of 100 indicates that the centre of the distribution of the workforce diversity group across salary levels is
equivalent to that of other staff. Values less than 100 mean that the workforce diversity group tends to be more concentrated at lower
salary levels than is the case for other staff. The more pronounced this tendency is, the lower the index will be. In some cases the index
may be more than 100, indicating that the workforce diversity group is less concentrated at lower salary levels.
Note 2: The Distribution Index is not calculated where workforce diversity group or non-workforce diversity group numbers are less
than 20.
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Appendix 5:
Multicultural Policies
and Services Plan
State Transit is a service provider within the
Transport cluster managed by Transport for
NSW. Network service planning and community
stakeholder engagement for service change
programs are now the principal responsibility
of Transport for NSW. State Transit’s role is
to assist and support Transport for NSW in
service change management programs.

State Transit

State Transit, in collaboration with Transport
for NSW, engages in consultation with ethnic
communities regarding the introduction of new
or changed bus services, using interpreters
when required. In areas with a high level of
ethnic diversity, brochures are produced in
the predominant languages of the area where
the service changes are to be implemented.
The cluster-wide Multicultural Policies
and Services Plan outlines how Transport
for NSW and State Transit will respond
to the NSW Government’s multicultural
objectives and incorporate multicultural
principles into our processes and systems.

State Transit, in collaboration with
Transport for NSW, continues to work
towards meeting the five objectives
identified for multicultural customers:
• able to confidently use transport services
• able to equitably access transport services
and information
• satisfied with the quality of communications
and cultural sensitivity of transport service
and program delivery
• able to have their views and concerns heard
on policy and program development and
service delivery
• embedding multicultural activity as a
core function of the transport agencies.

Communication
The Transport Info website, transportnsw.info
jointly supported by State Transit, Sydney
Trains and Transport for NSW, provides
an explanation of its TripPlanner function
in 10 major languages. These are Arabic,
Chinese, Greek, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Russian, Spanish and Vietnamese.
State Transit will continue to support the
Transport Info website during 2017–18.

Funded services
State Transit is a client of the Department
of Immigration and Citizenship, which runs
the Translating and Interpreting Services
(TIS), 131 450, for people who do not speak
English and for English speakers needing
to communicate with them. TIS provides
both telephone and onsite interpreters
for non-English speakers. Through TIS, a
three-way conversation can be arranged
with the Transport Info call centre
agent, the caller and an interpreter.
State Transit will continue to seek translating
and interpreting services from the Department
of Immigration and Citizenship.

Retreat spaces
State Transit demonstrates its commitment
to ensuring employees from culturally
diverse backgrounds can meet their religious
obligations while at work. With 11 established
retreat spaces across the organisation,
employees can utilise these spaces for
religious, spiritual or contemplative purposes.

Appendix 6: Agreements
with Multicultural NSW
There has been no requirement for an
agreement specified by Multicultural NSW.

Appendix 7: Disability
Inclusion Action Plan
State Transit maintains Disability Inclusion
Action Plans for each of its bus service
contracts with Transport for NSW. These plans
are regularly reviewed, in conjunction with
Transport for NSW, to ensure they conform
to the requirements of the Disability Inclusion
Act 2014. State Transit also implements the
requirements of the Disability Standards for
Accessible Public Transport 2002 under the
Disability Discrimination Act 2012 (Cwlth).

Progress in this area includes:
• continued upgrading of the fleet, bringing
the total number of wheelchair-accessible
buses to 1952 (89.87 per cent), ahead
of the Disability Discrimination Act 2012
(Cwlth) target
• 88 per cent of scheduled route services each
week are wheelchair-accessible
• competency assessment is included in all
initial and ongoing training of Bus Operators.

Appendix 8: Risk
management and
insurance activities
Risk management
State Transit recognises that the effective
identification and management of risk provides
greater certainty over decisions and is central
to achieving our business objectives.
State Transit is compliant with Internal Audit
and Risk Management Policy for the NSW
Public Sector (TPP 15-03) published by NSW
Treasury. State Transit’s risk management
activities are based on ISO AS/NZS 31000:
2009 Risk Management Standard.
State Transit’s risk management program
aims to improve decision-making and to
minimise the negative impact of events
that may affect our operational activities,
our reputation, compliance with our
regulators, and the safety and security of
our employees, passengers and road users.
Activities relating to risk management are
reviewed by State Transit’s Governance
and Risk Committee, comprising Senior
Executives of State Transit, which oversees
the implementation, operation and review of
the risk management program. State Transit’s
Audit and Risk Committee, comprised of
independent members, provides independent
assistance to the Chief Executive by
overseeing and monitoring State Transit’s
governance, risk and control framework, and
its external accountability requirements.
The delivery of bus services is paramount
to State Transit’s success. State Transit
recognises that services are provided in an
environment that may be affected by events
outside our control. To assist in managing
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such events, State Transit has an Emergency
Management Plan that provides for the
effective communication and management of
serious incidents. To support service delivery,
State Transit has Business Continuity Plans
that detail the provision of services during
and after adverse events and incidents.

Insurance
State Transit’s insurance program provides
financial protection for Sydney and Newcastle
Buses for physical loss or damage to insurable
assets and property, consequential loss, public,
products and other liabilities, personal injury,
motor accidents and other risks plus marine
hull and liabilities for Newcastle Ferries.
In line with the risk profile, State Transit
arranges the insurance program through
an insurance broker and manages claims
in conjunction with a specialist external
claims management service. State Transit
has calculated levels of policy deductibles
to maintain competitive premiums
and extensive policy coverage.
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Compulsory Third Party Insurance for State
Transit’s fleet of 2172 buses and operational
vehicles is provided by a licensed insurer
in accordance with legislation regulated by
SIRA. As a result of an open tender to licensed
CTP insurers in 2016, State Transit appointed
GIO Insurance to insure the bus fleet.

Appendix 9: Ethics and
corruption prevention

State Transit

State Transit is committed to operating efficient,
safe and reliable bus services, consistent with
our legislative responsibilities. We conduct our
business in an ethical manner having regard to
NSW Government and State Transit policies.
Staff are required to conduct their activities
in accordance with the Transport Code of
Conduct and observe a high standard of
probity, ethical behaviour and integrity in
their business dealings. Just as we expect
our staff to behave ethically and comply
with the Code of Conduct, we expect high
standards of behaviour from organisations
and individuals that do business with us.

Our Statement of Business Ethics, which
is published on our website, provides clear
guidelines on how we expect our business
partners to behave. It tells them what they
can expect from us, particularly in relation to
procurement practices, safety, environmental
management, reporting unethical behaviour,
gifts and benefits, and conflicts of interest.
All individuals and organisations that
deal with State Transit must comply with
these standards of ethical behaviour.

Public interest disclosures
The objective of the Public Interest Disclosures
Act 1994 (the Act) is to encourage public
officials to report any evidence of actual or
suspected corrupt conduct, maladministration,
serious and substantial waste or
government information contravention.
State Transit’s internal reporting procedure
is consistent with the requirements of the
Act, and the model policy and better practice
guidelines for public interest disclosures
issued by the NSW Ombudsman.
State Transit undertook a number of
activities to promote staff awareness of the
protections available, and organisational
responsibilities and obligations under the
Act. These included policy briefings for senior
managers, training for all nominated disclosure
officers and staff supervisors, inclusion of
information on public interest disclosures
for staff undertaking development day
training and new staff through their general
induction. In addition, general information
updates to all staff are included in internal
newsletters and on State Transit’s intranet.
The Public Interest Disclosures Regulation 2011
(the Regulation) requires agencies to report the
number of public interest disclosures received
during the reporting period. In accordance
with section 4 of the Regulation and section
31 of the Act, Table 1 and 2 show the number
of public interest disclosures received by
State Transit and the main concerns raised.

Public interest disclosure statistics
Number

Throughout the year State Transit fulfils its
statutory obligations by reporting relevant
matters to the Independent Commission
Against Corruption and the NSW Ombudsman.

Number of public officials who
have made a public interest
disclosure to State Transit

3

Total number of public
interest disclosures received
by State Transit

3

Appendix 10:
Internal audit

Number of public interest
disclosures finalised

0

State Transit’s internal audit program provides
independent, objective assurance and advisory
services designed to add value and improve
State Transit’s operations. The internal audit
function supports management in achieving
State Transit’s objectives and statutory
obligations by bringing a systematic, disciplined
approach to evaluating and improving
the effectiveness of risk management,
control and governance processes.

Main concerns identified in public
interest disclosures received
Number
Corrupt conduct

3

Maladministration

0

Serious and substantial waste

0

Government information
contravention

0

Local government pecuniary
interest contravention

0

Fraud and corruption prevention
State Transit is committed to maintaining
high standards of ethical conduct. State
Transit does not tolerate fraudulent or
corrupt behaviour and seeks to ensure that
its work environment is free of fraud and
corruption. Where fraud and corrupt activity
does occur, State Transit’s objective is to
ensure that it is rapidly detected, effectively
investigated and appropriate action is taken.
State Transit undertook a number of fraud
and corruption prevention activities during
the year with the objective of reducing fraud
and corruption risk within the workplace. This
included providing guidance and advice to
staff and management on a wide range of
corruption risks, ethical, probity and policy
issues. To raise general awareness of corruption
prevention issues, information is regularly
published in State Transit’s staff newsletter.
Regular training courses were also offered
to staff by the Independent Commission
Against Corruption and NSW Ombudsman on
corruption awareness, corruption prevention
and internal investigations of corrupt conduct.

During 2016–17, O’Connor Marsden &
Associates (OCM) partnered with State Transit
in the delivery of its internal audit services.
At State Transit the internal audit service
delivery model consists of an in-house Chief
Audit Executive, an audit support service
and OCM as a contracted external service
provider. The model was selected to provide
State Transit with access to a wide range of
internal auditing skills, to meet State Transit’s
changing risk profile and environment.
The Audit and Risk Committee reviews
State Transit’s annual Internal Audit Plan,
the coverage provided by audit projects and
the resources of the internal audit function.
The results, progress and performance
of the internal audit program is regularly
reviewed by the Audit and Risk Committee.
Internal Audit is authorised to have full, free
and unrestricted access to all functions,
property, personnel records, accounts, files
and other information and documentation.
State Transit’s management is responsible for
ensuring that appropriate corrective actions
identified by the internal audit program
are taken in a timely manner to address
reported areas for improvement. The status
of corrective actions is monitored by State
Transit’s Governance and Risk Committee
and the Audit and Risk Committee.
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Appendix 11: Internal audit and risk
management attestation

Internal audit and risk management attestation for the 2016–17
financial year for the State Transit Authority of New South Wales
I, Steffen Faurby, Chief Executive, am of the opinion that the State Transit Authority of New South
Wales has internal audit and risk management processes in operation that are compliant with the
eight (8) core requirements set out in the Internal Audit and Risk Management Policy for the NSW
Public Sector, specifically:
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Core requirements

Compliant,
non-compliant,
or in transition

1.1 The agency head is ultimately responsible and
accountable for risk management in the agency

Compliant

1.2 A risk management framework that is appropriate to
the agency has been established and maintained and the
framework is consistent with AS/NZS ISO 3100:2009

Compliant

2.1 An internal audit function has been established and maintained

Compliant

2.2 The operation of the internal audit function is consistent with the
International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing

Compliant

2.3 The agency has an Internal Audit Charter that is
consistent with the content of the ‘model charter’

Compliant

3.1 An independent and Audit and Risk Committee with
appropriate expertise has been established

Compliant

3.2 The Audit and Risk Committee is an advisory committee
providing assistance to the agency head on the agency’s
governance processes, risk management and control
frameworks, and its external accountability obligations

Compliant

3.3 The Audit and Risk Committee has a charter that is
consistent with the content of the ‘model charter’

Compliant

The Chair and Members of the Audit and Risk Committee are:
• Independent Chair, Allan Cook, (July 2014 to June 2018)
• Independent Member, Brian Blood, (July 2014 to June 2017)
• Independent Member, Carolyn Walsh, (March 2016 to February 2019)

State Transit

These processes demonstrate that the State Transit Authority of New South Wales has established
and maintained frameworks, including systems, processes and procedures for appropriately
managing audit and risk within agency.

Steffen Faurby
Chief Executive
State Transit
Date: 19–07–2017

Appendix 12: Digital information
security annual attestation

Digital information security attestation statement for the 2016–17
financial year for State Transit
I, Steffen Fauby, am of the opinion that State Transit had an Information Security Management
System (ISMS) in place during the 2016–17 financial year that is consistent with the core
requirements set out in the NSW Government Digital Information Security Policy.
The controls in place to mitigate identified risks to the digital information and digital information
systems of State Transit are adequate.
There is no agency under the control of State Transit which is required to develop an independent
ISMS in accordance with NSW Government Digital Information Security Policy.

Steffen Faurby
Chief Executive
State Transit

Appendix 13: Annual
Environment and
WRAPP Report
Environmental management policy
State Transit’s Environmental Policy Statement
is displayed at all depots for staff information
and reference. State Transit also subscribes to
the Transport for NSW Transport Environment
and Sustainability Policy Statement, which can
be found on the Transport for NSW website.
State Transit’s Environment Policy objectives
include:
• Be a leader in Bus Industry
Environment Management
• Proactively identify and manage our
Environmental Risks
• Set targets, monitor and continuously
improve our environmental performance

• Promote awareness of the benefits
of public transport in creating
sustainable environments
• Prevent pollution incidents, reduce emissions
and optimise energy efficiency
• Incorporate sustainability into our business
and planning decisions.

Environmental notices
No Environmental Protection or Local
Government Authority environmental penalty
notices were received during 2016–17.

Environmental incidents
A total of 13 environmental incidents were
recorded in 2016–17, 11 for ‘bus in-service’
and two for ‘depot operations’. One incident
was reported to the regulator, as per the
duty to notify the regulator of incidents
with the potential to cause material harm.
This incident was contained, controlled and
managed to the regulator’s satisfaction.

• Work towards best practice
environmental standards
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Environmental complaints handling
In the 2016–17, 345 public environmental
complaints were recorded on the Salesforce
systems for Sydney Buses compared with 382
for the previous year, while five environmental
complaints were received for Newcastle Bus
and Ferry operations compared with nine in the
previous year. The majority of these complaints
relate to noise or smoke (exhaust fumes) from
idling buses. Complaints are referred to relevant
depots for investigation, corrective actions and
a response to the customer where requested.

Environment Pollution Line referrals
Two public environmental complaints were
referred from the EPA Environmental Pollution
Line for investigation and resolution. Complaints
related to noise from building works and noise
from a bus idling at termini. All EPA referred
complaints are investigated and a detailed
response is provided to the regulator.

Trade waste notices
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TRANSPORT GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Transport emissions derived from fuel
combustion, using National Greenhouse
Accounts Factors were calculated as follows:

State Transit service

Tonnes
CO2(e)

Passenger and service
vehicles under 3.5 tonnes

152.6

Newcastle Ferries Scope 1
direct emissions

174.7

Diesel Bus Fleet Scope 1
tailpipe emissions

112,913

CNG Bus Fleet Scope 1
tailpipe emissions

47,096

Total Transport Footprint

160,336

STATIONARY SOURCE EMISSIONS

Media based reporting

Scope 2 greenhouse gas emissions for
stationary sources, mainly in the form of
electricity consumption by State Transit depots,
accounted for 8,557,737 kWhrs or 7531 tonnes
of CO2(e) with State Transit Headquarters
accounting for 171,727 kWhrs or 151 tonnes of
CO2(e). Depot natural gas consumption for small
appliances equated to 2447 GJoules of energy
or 126 tonnes CO2(e). Total stationary source
emissions equated to 7808 tonnes CO2(e).

AIR QUALITY

TOTAL GREENHOUSE EMISSIONS

The emissions profile of State Transit’s bus
fleet continues to improve with the acquisition
of new buses and the retirement of its older
fleet. Around 45 per cent of State Transit’s
bus fleet are now of the latest Euro 5 or EEV
standard, while 80 per cent is of a Euro 3
or higher standard. State Transit achieved
re-accreditation against the Roads and Maritime
Services Clean Fleet Program, for maintenance
of its fleet and fuel quality against the Roads
and Maritime Services Clean Fleet Standard.
Accreditation is current until May 2019.

State Transit’s total carbon footprint due
to stationary and mobile sources equalled
168,144 tonnes of CO2(e). This represented
a 0.7 per cent increase in the total carbon
footprint on the previous financial year.

State Transit depots hold Trade Waste
Agreements with Sydney or Hunter Water
for the discharge of treated trade waste to
sewer. State Transit maintained its compliance
with all such agreements, with no noncompliance notices issued during the year.

GREENHOUSE INTENSITY
The combined Compressed Natural
Gas (CNG) and diesel fleet emissions
intensity was calculated at 0.2 tonnes of
CO2(e) emissions per 100 kilometres.

State Transit

WATER
State Transit’s annual metered water
consumption was 76,491kL in 2016–17. This
represented a seven per cent increase on the
previous financial year’s water consumption.

NOISE

WASTE

During 2016–17, there were 350 complaints
received for Sydney and Newcastle operations,
14 of which related to complaints of depotrelated noise. Depot noise complaints
are investigated to determine source and
appropriate corrective actions. Noise from bus
start-ups, public announcement systems and
garage radios are monitored and controlled
via operational measures including: noise
surveys; standard operating procedures;
restricted hours of operation for noisy
equipment; and staff education and awareness
of the importance of minimising noise and
potential nuisance to nearby neighbours.

Suez Environments (formerly known as
SITA Australia) has provided licensed total
waste management solid and liquid waste
collection and recycling services for all of
State Transit depots, as part of the Total
Waste Management contract. During 2016–17,
State Transit’s total waste management
contractor collected the following approximate
quantities of waste for recycling:

CONTAMINATED LANDS
EPA contaminated site notifications
There were no further sites notified
to the EPA in 2016–17.
Mona Vale remediation
Mona Vale Depot lands are being
remediated in accordance with a
Remediation Action Plan and Voluntary
Management Agreement with the EPA.
Validation of underground storage tank
removals or in-situ abandonment
All tank removal or abandonment works
in 2016–17 were validated as required by
Regulations, and relevant authorities were
notified. Validation reports indicate that all
lands were determined to be suitable for
continued industrial/commercial land use.
ENERGY
Electricity consumption
Depot electricity consumption was
8,557,737 kWhrs, nine per cent less than
the previous year’s consumption.
Transport fuel consumption
Fuel consumption by the State Transit
bus fleet in 2016–17 totalled 42.2 million
litres of diesel fuel and 23.4 million cubic
metres of compressed natural gas.

Waste product
Paper and recycled waste

9

Recycled batteries

431

Recycled metals

144

Fluorescent tubes

1.4

Liquid oily water waste

362

Recycled waste oil

649

Recycled coolant

58

General waste sent to landfill approximated
634 tonnes compared with 771 tonnes in
the previous financial year. State Transit
achieved a combined waste stream
recycling rate of 72.3 per cent.

Appendix 14:
Summary of land
In accordance with Section 41B(1)(d) of
the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983,
the following is a summary of State
Transit’s land holding as at 30 June 2017
according to actual use of the land.

Summary of land
Land use classification
Bus depots
Minor operational assets
Commercial properties

NATURAL GAS

Tonnes

Total

$’000
170,437
2084
9112
181,633

Consumption figures were not
available at time of reporting.
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Appendix 15: Disposal of property
During the year State Transit did not dispose of any land.

Appendix 16: Income and expenditure
Income
2015–16
Actual
$’000

2016–17
Actual
$’000

2016–17
Budget
$’000

2016–17
Variance
$’000

2016–17
Variance
%

603,423

618,721

612,017

6704

1.10

Interest

28,944

27,816

27,547

269

0.98

Other revenue

40,227

36,526

29,865

6661

22.30

672,594

683,063

669,429

13,634

2.04

2015–16
Actual
$’000

2016–17
Actual
$’000

2016–17
Budget
$’000

2016–17
Variance
$’000

2016–17
Variance
%

486,423

403,349

443,173

39,824

8.99

18,767

13,321

12,663

(658)

(5.20)

99,405

99,146

102,608

3462

3.37

9840

9316

8934

(382)

(4.28)

87,688

73,877

73,806

(71)

(0.10)

702,123

599,009

641,184

42,175

6.58

2015–16
Actual
$’000

2016–17
Actual
$’000

2016–17
Budget
$’000

2016–17
Variance
$’000

2016–17
Variance
%

(29,529)

84,054

28,245

55,809

197.59

Operational
revenue

Total Income

Expenditure
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Personnel
services
Depreciation
and amortisation
Fleet running
expenses
Borrowing
costs
Other
operating costs
Total
expenditure

Profit/(Loss)

State Transit

Profit/(loss)

State Transit reported a profit of $84.1 million for 2016–17 mainly due to a significant decrease in the
personal services liability that was assessed by actuarial valuation. The operating budget for 2017–18 is a
surplus of $8.6 million comprising total revenue of $617.3 million and total expenditure of $608.7 million.
Further commentary on financial performance is included as part of Competitive business performance
(see page 25).

Appendix 17:
Funds granted to
non-government
community organisations
State Transit made the following
donations to non-government community
organisations during 2016–17:

Non-government
community organisation
Rotary Club of
Bondi Junction
Retired Tram and Bus
Workers Association

Donation

Appendix 18:
Liability management
performance
In the year ended 30 June 2017, the market
cost of funds of State Transit’s debt portfolio,
which includes actual interest costs,
accrued interest costs, the amortisation
of bond premium or discount amounts,
and the change in market capital value of
the debt portfolio, was 0.69 per cent.

$1091
$1000

Appendix 19:
Investment management
performance
In 2016–17, State Transit did not have funds
invested in NSW Treasury Corporation’s
investment facility. Surplus funds
generated were used to repay borrowings
of approximately $43.7 million.

Appendix 20: Performance in paying accounts
Performance in paying accounts for all suppliers
Measure

September
2016

December
2016

March
2017

June
2017

Number of accounts
due for payment

17,943

18,319

14,035

15,993

Number of accounts
paid on time

17,657

16,432

13,244

15,780

Actual percentage of accounts
paid on time (based on
number of accounts)

98.4%

89.7%

94.4%

98.7%

$100,330,257

$107,689,530

$128,385,672

$79,590,118

$99,248,037

$105,734,211

$126,191,092

$79,309,120

98.9%

98.2%

98.3%

99.6%

Number of payments for
interest on overdue accounts

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

Interest paid on
overdue accounts

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

Dollar amount of accounts
due for payment
Dollar amount of
accounts paid on time
Actual percentage of accounts
paid on time (based on $)
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Performance in paying accounts for small business suppliers
Measure

September
2016

December
2016

March
2017

June
2017

Number of accounts
due for payment

1448

1482

1215

1610

Number of accounts
paid on time

1440

1467

1183

1601

99.4%

99.0%

97.4%

99.4%

Dollar amount of accounts
due for payment

$2,034,531

$1,885,597

$1,210,018

$1,624,034

Dollar amount of
accounts paid on time

$1,999,810

$1,861,314

$1,181,449

$1,618,086

98.3%

98.7%

97.6%

99.6%

Number of payments for
interest on overdue accounts

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

Interest paid on
overdue accounts

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

Actual percentage of accounts
paid on time (based on
number of accounts)

Actual percentage of accounts
paid on time (based on $)
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Aged transactions by quarter for all suppliers
Quarter

Current
count

31–60

61–50

90+

Total
count

Sep 2016

6533

982

62

151

7728

Dec 2016

7036

83

13

36

7168

Mar 2017

7723

81

22

20

7846

Jun 2017

7552

66

10

26

7654

Aged transactions by quarter for small businesses

State Transit

Quarter

Current
count

31–60

61–50

90+

Total
count

Sep 2016

713

81

3

7

804

Dec 2016

697

9

3

3

712

Mar 2017

821

6

5

2

834

Jun 2017

843

4

1

–

848

Aged transactions by quarter for all suppliers
Quarter

Current
$’000

31–60
$’000

61–50
$’000

90+
$’000

Total
count

Sep 2016

24,241

36,740

10,593

-8

71,566

Dec 2016

26,057

227

24

-45

26,263

Mar 2017

22,850

83

19

9

22,961

Jun 2017

27,757

75

26

33

27,891

Aged transactions by quarter for small business suppliers
Quarter

Current
$’000

31–60
$’000

61–50
$’000

90+
$’000

Total
count

Sep 2016

715

136

0

4

855

Dec 2016

759

–1

1

–1

758

Mar 2017

920

2

–2

–

920

Jun 2017

934

1

–1

–

934

Appendix 21: Response
to matters raised by the
NSW Auditor General
There were no significant matters
identified by the Auditor-General
in the Statutory Audit Report.

Regulations
The following regulations made under
the Transport Administration Act 1988
had direct application to the State
Transit Authority of NSW and were in
force during the year under review:
• Transport Administration (Staff)
Regulation 2012
• Transport Administration
(General) Regulation 2013.

Appendix 22: Legislation
The State Transit Authority of NSW is
constituted as an operating body without
policy or regulatory functions and is not
charged with the administration of legislation.
However, set out below is an overview of
the legislation directly relevant to the State
Transit Authority of NSW during 2016–17.

Transport Administration Act
The State Transit Authority of NSW is created as
a corporation by the Transport Administration
Act 1988 and operates pursuant to that Act
and the regulations made under the Act.

Orders
Section 85 of the Transport Administration
Act 1988 provides that the charges to be
demanded by the State Transit Authority of
NSW in respect of its bus or ferry services
and/or any other purpose shall be as from
time to time determined by order made
by the State Transit Authority of NSW.

Passenger Transport Act
The State Transit Authority of NSW, in
common with other operators of public
passenger services in NSW, is directly
bound by the provisions of the Passenger
Transport Act 1990 and the relevant
regulations made under the Act.
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Appendix 23: Privacy
management
In accordance with the Privacy and Personal
Information Protection Act 1998, State Transit
has implemented a Privacy Management Plan.

• details on State Transit’s fleet of buses
• regular updates on timetable changes, school
service changes and general travel advice
• the production and distribution of a range of
publications, including timetables, flyers and
brochures, to assist passengers

The plan requires staff to keep personal
information secure and ensures that
the information is only used for the
purposes for which it is collected.

• transport news and announcements,
timetable changes and other travel
information regularly publicised through the
Sydney Buses and State Transit websites

State Transit will continue to maintain and
improve its current collection and storage of
personal information to ensure it continues
to satisfy the guidelines provided in the Act.

• the publication of customer service,
reliability and safety data.
All key publications are available on the State
Transit website or through the Transport
Info website at www.transportnsw.info.
During the reporting period, State
Transit reviewed this program by:
• examining the types of information
being requested through formal and
informal applications

Appendix 24:
Government Information
(Public Access) Act
Review of proactive release program
– Clause 7(a)
Under section 7 of the GIPA Act, agencies
must review their programs for the release
of government information to identify the
kinds of information that can be made
publicly available. This review must be
undertaken at least once every 12 months.
State Transit’s program for the proactive
release of information involves the release
of information concerning State Transit’s
operations, functions and structure and in
relation to State Transit’s performance in the
provision of passenger transport services.

State Transit

• publication of State Transit’s Annual Report
and Corporate Plan

A copy of the Privacy Management Plan has
been lodged with the Privacy Commissioner.

In accordance with the plan, State Transit
informs all individuals when collecting personal
information how the details will be used and
to whom the personal information will pass.
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This includes:

• assessing the type of information held by
State Transit
• analysing the types of information
proactively released by other agencies.

Number of access applications received – Clause 7(b)
During the reporting period, State
Transit received a total of 33 formal
access applications (including withdrawn
applications but not invalid applications).

Number of refused applications for
Schedule 1 information – Clause 7(c)
During the reporting period, State Transit
refused two applications (one wholly
and one partly) because the information
requested was information referred
to in Schedule 1 to the GIPA Act.

Statistical information about access applications – Clause 7(d) and Schedule 2
Table A: Number of applications by type of applicant and outcome*
Access
granted
in full

Access
granted
in part

Access
refused
in full

Information
not held

Media

0

4

1

1

Members of Parliament

5

2

0

2

Private sector business

0

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

Members of the public
(application by legal
representative)

0

5

2

2

Members of the public (other)

2

1

2

1

Not-for-profit organisations
or community groups

Table A: Number of applications by type of applicant and outcome (continued)*
Information
already
available

Refuse to
deal with
application

Refuse to
confirm/
deny
whether
information
is held

Application
withdrawn

Media

0

0

0

0

Members of Parliament

0

0

0

1

Private sector business

0

0

0

0

Not-for-profit organisations
or community groups

0

0

0

0

Members of the public
(application by legal
representative)

0

0

0

0

Members of the public (other)

0

0

0

0

*More than one decision can be made in respect of a particular access application. If so, a recording will be made in relation to each
such decision. This also applies to Table B.

Table B: Number of applications by type of application and outcome
Access
granted
in full

Access
granted
in part

Access
refused
in full

Information
not held

Personal information
applications*

1

0

2

0

Access applications
(other than personal
information applications)

7

5

1

7

Access applications that are
partly personal information
applications and partly other

0

9

3

0
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Table B: Number of applications by type of application and outcome (continued)
Information
already
available

Refuse to
deal with
application

Refuse to
confirm/
deny
whether
information
is held

Application
withdrawal

Personal information
applications*

0

0

0

0

Access applications
(other than personal
information applications)

0

0

0

1

Access applications that are
partly personal information
applications and partly other

0

0

0

0

*A personal information application is an access application for personal information (as defined in clause 4 of Schedule 4 to the Act)
about the applicant (the applicant being an individual).

Table C: Invalid applications
Reason for invalidity

54

Number of
application

Application does not comply with formal requirements (section 41 of Act)

7

Application is for excluded information of the agency (section 43 of the Act)

0

Application contravenes restraint order (section 110 of the Act)

0

Total number of invalid applications received

7

Invalid applications that subsequently became valid applications

7

Table D: Conclusive presumption of overriding public interest
against disclosure: matters listed in Schedule 1 of the Act
Number of times
considered used*
Overriding secrecy laws

0

Cabinet information

0

Executive Council information

0

Contempt

0

Legal professional privilege

2

Excluded information

0

Documents affecting law enforcement and public safety

0

State Transit

Transport safety

1

Adoption

0

Care and protection of children

0

Ministerial code of conduct

0

Aboriginal and environmental heritage

0

*More than one public interest consideration may apply in relation to a particular access application and, if so, each such consideration
will be recorded. This also applies in relation to Table E.

Table E: Other public interest considerations against disclosure:
matters listed in table to section 14 of the Act
Number of
occasions when
application not
successful
Responsible and effective government

5

Law enforcement and security

0

Individual rights, judicial processes and natural justice

16

Business interests of agencies and other persons

2

Environment, culture, economy and general matters

0

Secrecy provisions

11

Exempt documents under interstate Freedom of Information legislation

0

Table F: Timeliness
Number of
applications
Decided within the statutory timeframe (20 days plus any extensions)

30

Decided after 35 days (by agreement with applicant)

1

Not decided within time (deemed refusal)

0

Total

31

Table G: Number of applications reviewed under Part 5
of the Act (by type of review and outcome)
Decision
varied

Decision
upheld

Total

Internal review

0

2

2

Review by Information Commissioner*

0

0

0

Internal review following recommendation
under Section 93 of Act

0

0

0

Review by ADT (NCAT)

0

0

0

Total

0

2

2

*The Information Commissioner does not have the authority to vary decisions, but can make recommendation to the original decisionmaker. The data in this case indicates that a recommendation to vary or uphold the original decision has been made.

Table H: Applications for review under Part 5 of the Act (by type of applicant)
Number of
applications
for review
Applications by access applicants

0

Applications by persons to whom information the subject of
access application relates (see Section 54 of the Act)

0
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Table I: Applications transferred to other agencies under
Division 2 of Part 4 of the Act (by type of transfer)
Number of
applications
transferred
Agency-initiated transfers

1

Applicant-initiated transfers

0

Appendix 25: Credit card certification
I certify that the credit card usage in State Transit for the financial year ended 30 June 2017
was in accordance with the Premier’s Memoranda and Treasurer’s Directions.

Steffen Faurby
Chief Executive
State Transit
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Appendix 26: Consultancy fees
The following table is a summary of consultant fees incurred during the year. Expenditure relating to
high-level specialists or professional advice that assists managerial decision-making is classified as a
consultancy fee.

Consultancy fees

$’000

Where consultancy fees exceeded $50,000

Nil

Where consultancy fees paid were less than $50,000

Nil

State Transit

Appendix 27: Overseas travel
Date

Officer

Destination

Purpose

14/05/17 –
17/05/17

Simon O’Callaghan
Fleet Quality
and Compliance
Coordinator

Malaysia

Carry out inspections of doubledecker buses required for the
Northern Beaches B-Line. Travel
was organised and funded
by Transport for NSW

Appendix 28: Digital
recordkeeping
State Transit has established the capability
to formally manage digital records in
accordance with Government policies
and standards. The use of this capability
has commenced, with increasing takeup underway across the organisation.

Appendix 29:
Customer response
State Transit’s Customer Relations staff –
located in each depot with a coordinating
group in the corporate area – provide
timely and accurate responses to customer
feedback. Localised staff ensure effective
resolution of issues in each operational area.
Customer feedback on State Transit’s bus
services in Sydney as well as bus and ferry
services in Newcastle includes queries,
compliments, feedback and complaints that are
received via Transport Info (transportnsw.info)
and via the 131 500 feedback line, letters and
from other sources.
Putting customers at the centre of everything
we do, State Transit continues to encourage
its customers to report all feedback via the
appropriate channels – transportnsw.info or
the 131 500 feedback line – to assist with the
improvement of our overall service. Internally,
State Transit has a strong commitment
to responding to feedback. It ensures
the promotion of the customer feedback
process is a focus within the organisation.

This decrease in customer feedback reflects
a number of initiatives introduced by State
Transit in 2016–17 to increase the standard
of customer service and improve our overall
customer satisfaction. These initiatives included:
• the commencement of a review in to the
on-time running of bus services and the
implementation of updated running times to
improve reliability of services
• rollout of the Bus Operator Development Day
training program, which has a strong focus
on customer service
• implementation of additional services as part
of the Transport for NSW Growth Services
Program and adjustment of services where
required as a result of customer feedback.
State Transit continues to encourage customers
to provide feedback on bus services and is
committed to the investigation and response,
where required, to all feedback received.
The main sentiment of customer feedback
during 2016–17 related to the bus being late,
the bus failing to stop, staff behavior and
bus service reliability. A large proportion of
the complaints relating to the bus being late
or unreliable can be attributed to impacts
on State Transit’s operating environment,
resulting from construction works associated
with major infrastructure projects.

Breakdown of complaints
received by channel
Source

2015–16

2016–17

Phone 131 500

25,448

18,682

Online channels

19,439

18,147

82

166

345

254

45,314

37,249

7690

9757

Letters
In 2016–17, State Transit saw an 11.3 per
cent decrease in the amount of customer
feedback received (47,006 compared
to 53,004 in 2015–16). Customer
feedback included enquiries, complaints,
compliments and general feedback.

Ministerial
correspondence
Total complaints
Other feedback
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Appendix 30:
Service changes
CBD congestion reduction
From 5 September 2016, Transport for NSW
introduced changes to selected bus routes
operating into the CBD to help reduce
congestion on the Sydney Harbour Bridge
and in the CBD. The changes include:
• the introduction of new Route 291 between
Epping and McMahons Point via Epping
Road and Pacific Highway, replacing most
Route 290 trips
• changes to Lane Cove routes, with all
Route 254 trips altered to run between
Riverview and McMahons Point, and the
Lane Cove West Route 252 service starting
and ending at North Sydney Station during
peak times. Timetables on these routes, and
routes 251 and 253, were also adjusted
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• adjustments to Castlecrag Route 203, which
now starts and ends at North Sydney/Milsons
Point. The Northbridge Route 202 service
starts and ends at North Sydney Station
during peak times
• minor timetable adjustments to Epping Road
routes 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 292, 293,
294 and 297, and Lower North Shore routes
261, 265 and 269 to help improve reliability.
Customers travelling into the city can transfer
to a bus, train or ferry to continue their journey,
taking advantage of the new Opal transfer
discount introduced at the same time.

Light rail construction
The construction of the CBD and South East
Light Rail continued in the CBD and Eastern
Suburbs. Works in the Kensington area
resulted in many routes near the University
of New South Wales (UNSW) being diverted
or their stops relocated temporarily.

State Transit

Permanent changes included the amalgamation
of the Route 895 express service from UNSW to
Central with Route 891, and the withdrawal of
infrequent routes 890 and 892. Route M50 was
diverted away from Anzac Parade, and adjusted
to run via Randwick Junction and Alison Road.

Growth Services Program
Throughout the year State Transit introduced
additional services and made timetable
adjustments as part of the Transport for
NSW’s Growth Services Program.
In October 2016, Northern Beaches and
Military Road adjustments included:
• an increased frequency on Route 139,
operating every 30 minutes during the day
on Sundays and public holidays, and extra
trips added in the morning and evening
• additional morning and evening trips added
to routes E50, E65, E66 and E70
• extra trips added to Pittwater Road corridor
routes 179, 183, 184, 188, L88, 190 and L90
• additional trips added to Route E69, and a
Route 169 trip converted to run as Route
E69. Extra Route 169 trips were added in the
morning and evening
• all Route 143 trips on Sundays and public
holidays converted to operate as Route 144
between Chatswood and Manly, via Royal
North Shore Hospital. Extra morning trips
were also added
• additional evening trips on routes E79 and
L80, with some Route 180 trips converted to
run as Route L80
• all Route 178 trips extended to Maybrook
Manor, Cromer. Extra trips were added to
Route E78
• additional trips introduced on routes E76
and E77
• the two route 176 trips converted to run as
Route E76 express trips
• extra Sunday and public holiday trips added
to Route 245. Additional weekday evening
and Sundays and public holiday trips were
also added to Route 246
• minor timetable adjustments across the
region to improve the reliability of services.
In late November 2016, the popular Route M41
was extended to operate until midnight seven
days a week between Burwood and Macquarie
Park, improving transport options for customers
in Concord, Ryde and at Macquarie University.
Route 438 was also enhanced to run all night
on Fridays and Saturdays between the city,
Leichhardt, Five Dock and Abbotsford.

In February 2017, additional trips were added to:
• Route 301, resulting in all night services
operating between the city and Zetland
seven days a week. Timetable changes were
also made to the route and to Route 303
• Route M20 between the city and Zetland,
with its operating hours extended to
midnight seven days a week
• Route 343 between Rosebery and the city
on weekday morning and evenings, and on
Saturday evenings
• Route 370, with extended operating hours
seven days a week and minor adjustments to
the timetable
• Route 372, with one extra trip from Railway
Square to Coogee, along with minor
timetable adjustments
• Route 389 between Seven Ways and Bondi
Junction on weekday mornings, and minor
timetable adjustments
• additional weekday morning trips on Route
433 from Harold Park to Central Station,
including adjustments to its timetable
• Route 477, with an extension of
its operating hours seven days a
week. Routes 476 and 477 also had
adjustments made to its timetable.
At the same time, timetable adjustments
were also made to the following
routes to improve reliability:
• cross-regional routes 348, 415 and 418
• Inner West routes 436, L37, 438, L38, 439,
L39 and 440
• many routes in the Northern Beaches area.
Two additional morning peak trips were
introduced on Route 294 between Mowbray
Road, Lane Cove and the city in April
2017. The trips provide additional capacity
at the busy Lane Cove Interchange.

• additional weekday peak hour and late night
trips introduced on Route 295, and altered
to run between Epping Station and North
Epping only. The hours of operation on
weekends was also increased
• extra trips and timetable adjustments on
Epping Road routes 285 and 292, along with
timetable changes to routes 254 and 291
• the enhancement of Sunday and public
holiday services to and from Macquarie
University, with the extension of many
Route 506 trips to and from the university,
and additional trips on Route 518
• additional trips introduced on Victoria
Road routes 504 and 515, along with minor
timetable adjustments. Timetable changes
also occurred on routes 500 and 507
• Route 265 was truncated at North Sydney
Station, following the earlier introduction
of additional routes to and from McMahons
Point. Its timetable, along with Route 269,
was also adjusted
• the withdrawal of Route 459 (Strathfield –
Macquarie University), with routes M41 and
458 continuing to operate over most of the
Route 459 corridor
• the limited number of Route 458 trips that
extended to and from Macquarie University
being curtailed at Ryde. Minor adjustments
to its timetable also occurred
• the cancellation of local routes 430
(Kogarah) and 495 (Bexley North) due to
low patronage.

Barangaroo Wharf opening
The introduction of a new wharf at
Barangaroo in June 2017 resulted in changes
to selected ferry services. Minor timetable
adjustments were made to routes 462,
463, 464 and 466 in order to maintain
connection with Parramatta River ferries.

Further introduction of Growth Services
occurred in June 2017, along with
timetable adjustments, which included:
• the introduction of new full-time service,
Route 530, linking Chatswood and Burwood
via Lane Cove, Drummoyne and Five Dock.
This resulted in Route 252 being extended
from Lane Cove West to Gladesville, and
Route 536 being reduced to a peakhours-only service
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Additional trips and route extensions
The annual summer ‘Beachrunner’ service,
Route 362, operated from October 2016
until April 2017 linking Coogee, Bronte,
Tamarama and Bondi beaches.
McMahons Point ferry wharf was closed until
October 2016 while reconstruction works were
undertaken by Roads and Maritime Services.
A temporary shuttle, Route 223, conveyed
customers between McMahons Point and the
nearest operating wharf at Milsons Point. Similar
wharf upgrade works occurred at Chiswick
from February 2017, with the Route 437
shuttle linking it with Abbotsford Wharf.
Due to Council roadworks in Macpherson Street
at Warriewood commencing in October 2016,
routes 185, L85 and E85 have been temporarily
diverted via Pittwater and Warriewood roads
for approximately 12 months. Route 181 has
been introduced to operate to and from
Narrabeen via Warriewood Square, Macpherson
and Garden streets while the works take place.

State Transit
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A trial extension of Route 492 commenced
in March 2017, with selected trips operating
to and from Scalabrini Village, Drummoyne.

Appendix 31: Annual
Report accessibility
requirements
The State Transit Annual Report was
produced in-house and complies with Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)
2.0, as per the Premier’s Circular 2012-18
NSW Government Website Management.
State Transit’s financial statements in
Volume 2 of this report are not WCAG
2.0 compliant. If assistance is required to
access this volume of the report, please
call State Transit on 9245 5488.
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